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Come and get your property.
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n September 1862, upon issuing his Preliminary Emancipation Proclamation, President Lincoln purposely excluded the slaves held in Kentucky, a border state whose neutrality was of strategic importance to
the Union's military success, especially during the early years of the
Civil War. The arrival of the Wisconsin Twenty-second Infantry, better
known as the Abolition Regiment, generated anything but support for the
Union cause. Like the soldiers depicted on this Civil War envelope detail, the
men of the Twenty-second went beyond protecting fugitive slaves and threatened anyone—including Kentucky's chief justice—with deadly harm if they
made any attempt to retrieve their "contraband property." In this issue,
William M. Fliss tells the story of the Abolition Regiment's journey through
the Bluegrass State.
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WISCONSIN'S

"ABOLITION REGIMENT"
The Twenty-second Volunteer Infantry
in Kentucky, 1862-1863
By William M. Fliss

I

n early November 1862 a
the
Twenty-second
Wisconsin
young runaway slave sought
Infantry and the fugitive slaves of
refuge with the Twenty-second
Kentucky, The Bluegrass State
Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry
became a major battleground between
at its encampment three miles north
North and South in the Civil War, It
of Lexington, Kentucky, Recently
never joined the Confederacy, but
sold to a new master, the eighteenmany of its people sympathized with
year-old woman said she was fleeing
the Southern cause, and they veheimpending servitude in one of the
mently opposed any meddling with
city's brothels.' Though certainly not
the state's quarter-million slaves. Recthe first Kentucky slave to seek refuge
ognizing the state's strategic imporwith the advancing Union Army, she
tance. President Lincoln took pains to
appears to have been one of few
keep Kentucky from joining the Conwomen to take that risk. During the
federate ranks. He purposely excluded
early years of the war, runaway
its slaves from his Preliminary Emanslaves, like their colonial and antebelcipation Proclamation of September
lum counterparts, were overwhelm22, 1862, This document proclaimed
WHS
Archives,
Name
File,
WHi(X3)2380
ingly young men,2 Her presence
that all slaves living in rebel territories
Colonel William L. Utley, commander of the
created a dilemma for Colonel
would be freed on January 1, 1863,
Abolition Regiment, proved a tenacious leader
William L, Utley, commander of the
Because Kentucky had not joined the
on the moral battleground regarding slavery
and freedom. In actual battle, he experienced
Twenty-second Wisconsin, Unlike the
rebellion, however, its slaves would
less success.
several male fugitives who had joined
remain in bondage.
the regiment, an attractive young woman could hardly be
During the fall and winter of 1862-1863, many of Kenexpected to move freely among the soldiers, providing assistucky's slaves sought refuge with the advancing Union army.
tance with cooking and odd jobs. Unwilling to turn her out of
The Twenty-second Wisconsin Infantry harbored several of
the camp. Colonel Utley decided to send her north to freethem, and although it was not the only midwestern regiment
dom. Disguised as a Union soldier, the woman traveled safeto do so, its absolute refusal to return the slaves to bondage
ly to Ohio in a wagon driven by two men from the regiment.
when pressured by civil and military authorities set the unit
This episode is one of several fascinating stories involving
apart from most other Union formations,^ By the time it
arrived outside Lexington in November, the unit was widely
Despite the impression that the angle of the gun held by Sergeant
known as "the Abolition Regiment" through newspaper
Jesse Berch (left) might give, the unnamed woman in this 1862
accounts and word of mouth. Why these Wisconsin men
daguerreotype was far from being a hostage. Berch, the quarterwould take such an uncompromising stance toward slavery in
master of the Wisconsin Twenty-second Volunteer Infantry
Regiment, and Frank Rockwell (right), the regiment's postmaster,
Kentucky is a question worthy of exploration.
escorted the fugitive slave from Kentucky to Cincinnati, where the
three posed for the cafnera. The fnen returned to their comrades in
Kentucky; the woman fled to Racine—and freedom.

Mustered into service on September 2, 1862, the Twentysecond Wisconsin was among the dozens of Northern regi-
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ments recruited that sumat the beginning of 1862
mer in response to Presiand remained there until
dent Lincoln's request for
July, when he accepted
300,000 additional voluncommand of the Twentyteers. The federal governsecond Regiment.
ment expected each state to
The details of Colonel
provide a portion of this
Utley's early life are
total, and Wisconsin's
sketchy, but we know he
quota amounted to five
was born in Massachusetts
regiments of approximately
in 1814. When Utiey was
one thousand men each.
four years old, his family
The flood of volunteers
moved to Ohio where he
that swept the state's
remained until he was
recruiting ofiices in 1861
twenty-one. Seeking educaKentucky Historical Society
WHS Arcliives, Name File, WHi(X3)18315
had slackened by this time,
Left: George Robertson, chiefjustice of the Kentucky Supreme Court in tional opportunities, Utley
forcing Governor Edward
left home and moved to
1862, whose legal conflict with the Abolition Regiment took over
a decade to resolve. Right: Caleb D. Pillsbury, chaplain of the
Salomon to divide the state
New York State. He
Twenty-second Wisconsin.
into five districts by populaappears to have led a wantion, making each district responsible for providing one of the
dering life in New York, never settling down into a permanent
regiments. The Twenty-second Regiment originated in the
career. He married Louisa Wing of Alexander, New York, in
southeasternmost district, comprising Racine, Kenosha, WalJuly 1840, and, after a brief return to Ohio in 1844, the couworth, Waukesha, Jefferson, Rock, and Green Counties. Ultiple moved westward with their son, Hamilton. They settled in
mately, Rock and Racine Counties each recruited three of the
Racine, and Utley began supporting his family through a
regiment's ten companies, and Green and Walworth Counvariety of professions: as a portrait painter, a tavern keeper,
ties provided two companies each.*
and the manager of a daguerreotype gallery.^ Utley appears
Working through the Wisconsin adjutant general. Governor Salomon exhorted local communities to hold meetings to
recommend citizens whose status or popularity might attract
recruits. Such men were advised to apply to the governor for
an officer's commission. Responsibility for coordinating these
local efforts fell to the regiment's commanding ofiicer, a fortyeight-year-old Republican politician from Racine named
William Laurence Utley. Although Utley himself did not
accept the governor's commission of his regimental command
until July 17, rumors of his appointment had already been circulating, prompting the city's Weekly Journal to comment
that no person in the state would be able to raise a regiment
more quickly.^
It is true that Utley's name was known throughout southeastern Wisconsin. Governor Alexander W. Randall had
appointed him adjutant general in 1861, a post Utley held
until the governor left office at the end of the year to accept
an ambassadorship from President Lincoln. Utley had the
unenviable task in 1861 of managing the chaos of the state's
initial recruitment efforts; by the end of the year he had overseen the formation of Wisconsin's first nineteen infantry regiments. Prior to his appointment as adjutant general, Utley
had been serving in the state senate. He returned to that body

to have been a man in search of a niche in life. His personal
correspondence has not survived, but his obituaries depict
him as a genuine humanitarian who was unafraid to voice his
strongly held beliefs.^ It is not surprising then that the abolitionist Utley—in a period when slavery dominated public
debate—sought his destiny in the political ring.
Utley had been a Democrat when he first settled in
Racine, but in the mid-1840s his abolitionist sympathies led
him to abandon the Democrats in favor of the Free Soil party,
which strongly opposed the expansion of slavery into the
newly opened western territories. He was elected marshal of
Racine under that ticket in 1848, but unlike many Northern
Democrats who merely flirted with Free Soilism in the late
1840s, Utley remained committed to the movement. He was
elected to the state legislature in 1850, and two years later he
accepted appointment as adjutant general. His experience in
managing the state militia at that time explains why Governor Randall asked him to return to the position to oversee
recruitment of Wisconsin's volunteers when the war began.
Utley had joined the new Republican Party at the time of his
election to the state senate in 1860, earning a reputation as a
staunch antislavery man.^
Despite the recognition his name evoked, Utley faced difWiNTER
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ficulties filling his regiment in the summer of 1862, Many
had been active in the state's militia during the 1850s, When
Wisconsinites were unwilling to enlist during the busy sumwar broke out, he volunteered in the First Wisconsin Infantry
mer harvest, especially since recruits were expected to remain
and saw action at the battle of Falling Waters in July 1861,
in boarding houses until their local company finished musterHe quickly rose from sergeant major to captain in the
ing and went into camp. Other
~ _ First Wisconsin before being
appointed lieutenant colonel of
men may have hesitated to join
the Twenty-second, As the regin the hope that the state governiment's second-in-command,
ment would be forced to increase
Bloodgood had the combat hisits enlistment bounty, a cash signtory to compensate for Utley's
ing bonus promised to new
lack of direct experience,"
recruits, A third obstacle to
This arrangement may have
enlistment was the governor's
been sound in theory, but it
prerogative to appoint all of the
would prove highly volatile
regiment's officers. With its comwhen the unit first went into
panies formed locally as homogecombat in March 1863,
neous units, the Twenty-second
Wisconsin had the feel of a miliOnly two weeks after being
tia regiment, and the old republimustered into service, the
can tradition held that
Twenty-second Wisconsin was
militiamen should enjoy the librushed south by train to Cincinerty to elect their own officers.
nati to help counter a ConfederPrivate Harvey Reid of Union
ate invasion of Kentucky,
Grove—whose letters and diaries
Hoping to rally the Kentuckians
constitute the single largest
to its cause, the Confederacy
source of information on the reghad invaded the Bluegrass State
iment—was among twenty-one
in the summer of 1862, provokmen in the Racine Union Guards
ing a massive Union counterof(later designated Company A)
fensive. Stuck in the middle
who were so angry at being
were the white citizens of Kendenied the right to elect their offitucky—anxious to appear loyal
cers that they considered returnto the Union and yet protective
ing home to form their own
of their slave system—and the
WHS Archives, PH 702.43, WHi(X3)18312
company,^
slaves themselves, who often
Edward Bloodgood, lieutenant colonel and second in command
of
the
Abolition
Regiment.
The
young
officer's
combat
viewed the Union soldiers as
Governor Salomon followed
record was meant to balance his commander's lack of battle
liberators.
through on his promise to grant
experience, but once the Wisconsin troops entered warfare,
the relationship between the two leaders was anything
captaincies to prominent citizens
Into this maelstrom marched
but
balanced.
in the district's larger communithe Twenty-second Wisconsin
ties, like Racine, Janesville, Beloit, and Monroe, He also
Infantry, Although it would not engage Confederate forces
granted recruiting commissions to lieutenants with the underuntil the following spring, the regiment became embroiled in
standing that, by achieving a high enlistment rate, the lieua battle of wills with military and civil authorities over the
tenants would receive appointment into the companies as line
issue of fugitive slaves soon after its arrival on Kentucky soil.
officers, Salomon hoped to compensate for the inexperience
It is unclear just when slaves first found refuge with the regiof these officers by reserving some of the leadership positions
ment; it may have been during its two-week stay near Covfor enlisted men in veteran regiments whose conduct in comington, just south of Cincinnati, Unionist masters had lent
bat merited them promotion to commissioned rank,'° The
some of their slaves to the army to help build fortifications,
best example of one of these "regulars" brought in to whip the
and the Louisville Journal complained that some of the new
rest of the regiment into shape was Edward Bloodgood of
regiments retained the slaves after the entrenchments were
Milwaukee, The son of a West Point graduate, Bloodgood
finished. The Twenty-second Wisconsin began marching
WINTER
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W H S Archives, PH 4 1 9 5 . 3 4 1 , WHi(X3)32044

From left: E. Harwood, Dr. William H. Brisbane, and levi Coffin.
Coffin, a well-known abolitionist in Cincinnati, assisted the female
fugitive brought to him by members of the Twenty-second, helping
her reach Wisconsin.

south from Covington in early October, and by the time it
camped near Williamstown on the fifteenth of that month,
several fugitives had sought refuge within its ranks,'^
Brigadier General Quincy Gillmore, a West Pointer who
commanded the 1st Division of the Army of Kentucky, issued
an order that all such "contraband" should be left behind
when his troops moved out the next morning,'^ Not only did
the Twenty-second fail to do so, it picked up three more fugitives before departing on the sixteenth. These slaves belonged
to a farmer named Hogan, on whose property the regiment
had been camped. As Company B prepared to march, one of
the slaves, a seventeen-year-old named George, sought refuge
in the ranks, where he was quickly taken in and disguised as a
soldier. While Hogan searched for George in the barn, two

more of his slaves, men named Abe and Johnnie, found similar protection among the company. As the Twenty-second
marched off the farm toward Williamstown, the regimental
adjutant. Major E, D, Murray, struck up a conversation with
the farmer to distract him from noticing his passing slaves,"
The three fugitives successfully evaded their master, but it
was not difficult for Hogan to figure out what had happened.
He complained to General Gillmore, who sent a terse letter to
Utley ordering that George, Abe, and Johnnie be immediately dispatched to his headquarters,'^ Gillmore's letter also
demanded the return of a fourth slave, Dick, the property of
a different master who had tried to physically remove a slave
from the regiment the day before. An eyewitness to this incident said the slaveholder "was glad to get away without the
WINTER
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blackman; as the boys came
very near nabbing him and
y -^^/^ .*./^*
confiscating his horse,"'^ In a
brief note to General Gillmore,
Colonel Utley refused to comply with the order, stating that
.rt^^^
he did not recognize the general's authority in the matter.
Back home, Wisconsin newspapers printed Utley's reply
with obvious delight,'^
In refusing to recognize the
authority of the divisional
commander, Utley took legal
refuge in an Article of War
passed by Congress the previous March, forbidding the use
of military personnel for
returning fugitive slaves to
their owners,'^ Far from being
a reckless act of courage,
Utley's recalcitrance appears
to have been the calculated
move of an experienced politiWHS Archives, Fiie 1863, Juiy 12
cian, one who had no qualms
Above: Soldier Edward H. Pullan made this pencil sketch of a comabout exploiting the ambiguity
rade from the Abolition Regiment, allowing future generations a
glimpse of the faces of a long-ago war.
surrounding policy in the borBelow:
Near
Brentwood, Tennessee, the soldiers of the Twentyder states in order to satisfy his
second Wisconsin found themselves quickly defeated by Nathan
own abolitionist convictions.
Bedford Forrest. The Confederate general went on to become a
Because the Article of War did founder of the Ku Klux Klan after the war. The fate of the fugitive
slaves he captured that day is not recorded in any papers of the
not distinguish fugitives owned

general,2° Gillmore did not
follow through on his threat to
arrest Utley, nor did he take
any other direct action against
the colonel. Instead, it
appears he took indirect
action against the regiment by
isolating it from the rest of his
command. When the brigade
departed Williamstown for
Georgetown early on the
morning of October 20, 1862,
the Twenty-second remained
behind for an extra day, and
rumors circulated that Gillmore wanted to transfer the
balky regiment to another
unit,^' It is clear Utley's men
were gaining a reputation
within the army. The nickname "Abolition Regiment"
seems to have been coined
around this time, Benjamin
Franklin Wright of Bloomfield, a private in Company
G, went so far as to close a letter to his sister with the words;
"from the blody abolishion
\sic\ 22 so here called,"22

Slave-catchers
hovered
about the regiment as it estabmen of the Twenty-second.
by Unionists from those
lished a new camp near
belonging to rebels, Utley could resist releasing
Georgetown on October 21, Several men in
Hogan's slaves through a strict interpretation of
Company G drove off a "ruffian" trying to steal
the statute.
a slave from the ranks, A wagoner named Bill
Incensed at Utley's refusal. General GillNeedles and Private Palmer Sherman used
more confronted the colonel directly on the
their bayonets to deter a similar theft from
matter and threatened to arrest him if he did
Company I,^^ Despite camping near Georgenot comply, Utley reportedly warned Gillmore
town for only two nights, the regiment managed
that he would have to arrest every commisto come into conffict with the local citizenry.
sioned officer in the regiment; whether this
Some of the townspeople threatened a soldier
was a bluff is not certain, but Captain Bintliff
from Company D, warning him they would
of Company G commended his colonel
shoot any man from the Twenty-second WisWHS Archives, PH 6050
strongly for taking such a stand,'^ A soldier
consin who ventured into the town,^* When a
who also served as correspondent to the Milwaukee Daily
party of prominent citizens led by Kentucky Governor James
Sentinel claimed the rest of the regiment echoed Utley's
Robinson came out to review the regiment, they informed
defiance by giving their commander three "hearty WisconColonel Utley that all slaves would be forcibly removed as the
sin cheers" when he returned from his interview with the
unit entered Georgetown en route to its next destination.
WINTER
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Utley promptly responded by
threatening to burn the town,
"May God have mercy on their
doomed village!" wrote a private
from Company C as he contemplated the potential clash,^^
The rest of the brigade had
already departed for Lexington,
leaving the Twenty-second Wisconsin to escort the baggage
train, A rumor circulated that
General Gillmore had purposely
left the Twenty-second behind
so that local wrath would fall
where it was due,^^ The Twentysecond's departure proved
anticlimactic; no violent confrontation took place, perhaps
because Utley ordered his thousand men to march through
Georgetown at three in the
morning with muskets loaded
and bayonets fixed,^^ After joining the main body of the Army
of Kentucky near Lexington, the
regiment settied into camp three
miles north of the city. Rumor of
Gillmore's desire to rid himself
of the Wisconsin regiment may
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Soldiers' letters, like this one from Benjamin F. Heuston to his wife,
described the conflicts between the men of the Twenty-second Wisconsin and Kentucky citizens.

have been true, because the Twenty-second was transferred
to the 3rd Division soon after its arrival.
Having weathered the wrath of both Gillmore and the citizens of Georgetown, the regiment continued in its policy of
harboring fugitive slaves. Sometime during the first week of
November, the eighteen-year-old slave woman sought refuge
with the regiment. She had recently been sold for the hefty
sum of $1,700, and she claimed that her new owner intended
to employ her as a prostitute in Lexington, She found temporary safety in the camp until Colonel Utley decided to send
her to Cincinnati, where he hoped the celebrated abolitionist
Levi Coffin might provide her safe passage northward. Quartermaster Jesse Berch and Private Frank Rockwell of Company C volunteered to escort her to Cincinnati, They departed
camp in a sutler's wagon in the middle of the night with the
woman hiding in the back, disguised as a soldier. After driving all night and into the following day, the trio reached Coffin's home and the men placed the runaway slave in his care.
The two soldiers remained for a couple of days to recover

from their journey and to help make arrangements for the
woman's passage farther north. While in Cincinnati the trio
visited a daguerreotype gallery and posed for the camera—the
young black woman seated and the two soldiers standing
behind her, brandishing their pistols. Quartermaster Berch
telegraphed friends in Racine, who agreed to meet the
woman at the railroad depot and provide her with lodgings in
the city. With the woman safely on the train, the two men
returned to the regiment amidst "loud cheering" and a
"hearty welcome,"^^
With new controversies looming, the regiment journeyed
south toward Nicholasville in Jessamine County, Though he
had used his bayonet to drive off a slave-catcher during the
march to Georgetown, Private Palmer Sherman of Rock
County later allowed his avarice to get the best of him. Succumbing to the promise of money from two slave-catchers,
Sherman convinced Hogan's slave George to join him in a
hunt for wild turkeys. As they left the safety of the camp, the
slave-catchers ambushed George and took him to the town
WINTER
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jail. When Colonel Utley heard of Sherman's treachery, he
dispatched a guard of men to rescue George,^^ With the slave
returned safely to the camp, a strange ritual took place,
recorded in a letter to the Milwaukee Daily Sentinel:

Colonel Utiey on the matter shortly before the unit marched
to Nicholasville,
Adam's owner was no ordinary farmer. He was none other
than George Robertson, chief justice of the Kentucky
Supreme Court, a supposedly staunch Union man and reputA large ring was formed and both the betrayer and the
edly an acquaintance of President Lincoln, Robertson
betrayed were ordered in
demanded Adam's surrenthe centre. After a most
der. Colonel Utley told the
withering rebuke from the
judge he would search the
Col. to Sherman, a vote of
camp for the slave, and if
the regiment was taken,
Adam was willing to return
which was entitled to the
to Robertson, he would be
respect of the regiment, the
remanded to his custody,
slave or Sherman?
The
Adam, of course, preferred
result was that the slave was
freedom, and once he had
unanimously ahead.^°
told the colonel the details
of his servitude, Utley
vowed never to release
When the Racine Weekhim. He rebuked RobertlyJournal reported the incison in strong words when
dent, it mistakenly believed
the judge returned for the
that the perpetrator was a
slave later that day, A
Racine native. Clearly
crowd of soldiers gathered
ashamed that their commuto hear the fiery exchange
nity could produce such a
and raised a cheer as Jusscoundrel, the editors pretice Robertson stormed out
dicted that the sneaking
of the camp. One of the
coward would be unable to
numerous
eyewitnesses
show his face in the city for
Ohio Historicai Society wrote a detailed account of
some time,^'
the incident for the MilMany fugitive male slaves—including several of those who traveled
Less than a month after
with the Twenty-second Wisconsin—remained with the regiments that
waukee
Daily Sentinel, and
arriving near Nicholasville,
delivered to them their freedom, taking on roles like cook and steward.
John Chambers of Compathe regiment received a visit
ny
K
enclosed
a
copy
of
it
in
a
letter
to his sister, urging her
from the sheriff of Jessamine County armed with an arrest
to "pass it around to any one that wants to know what the 22
warrant for Colonel Utley, This particular incident's origins
Regiments
\sic^ Sentiments are in regard to slavery,"^^
were in the regiment's recent stay near Lexington, The day
after the troops' arrival there, a fugitive slave named Adam
had wandered into the picket line. Often referred to in newspaper accounts as the "dwarf negro" because of his small
stature, Adam had been the property of a Lexington man
who hired him out to another master for fifty dollars. Considering himself cheated because of the slave's stature, the
master abused Adam terribly, forcing him to seek the protection of his owner. When the latter ignored his pleas for help,
Adam fled into the woods around Lexington, Company A of
the Twenty-second Wisconsin took the fugitive under its protection, and he quickly became a valued member of the unit,
serving as a waiter for Orderly Frank Lawrence of Racine,^^
The owner traced Adam to the regiment and confronted
WINTER
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Robertson went straight to Colonel John Coburn, the
brigade commander, who summoned Utley to appear before
them. The judge renewed his demand for the slave, and again
Utley rebuked him, Coburn followed a strict interpretation of
the Article of War and refused to intervene in the matter. He
did not offer the services of any military personnel for Adam's
retrieval, nor did he attempt to arrest Colonel Utley,^*
Coburn's motive is unclear, but it is likely he shared Utley's
disdain for the Kentucky slaveholders. Like Utley, Coburn
had joined the antislavery Republican Party before the war;
later he would serve four terms as a Republican congressman
from Ohio,^^ Turning to legal channels for satisfaction,
Robertson filed his complaint at the courthouse in
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Ohio Historical Society
Like other "contraband, " this group of army teamsters, pictured
here in Cobb Hill, Virginia, chose to serve the units that freed them
rather than flee north.
Nicholasville. T h e sheriff" ofJessamine County soon received
both a writ of replevin for A d a m and an arrest warrant for
Utley. ^^ W h e n this news reached the Twenty-second Wisconsin, the regimental captains explained the situation to their
individual companies and informed the men that only the
sheriff" would be allowed to speak with Utley. Any posse
accompanying the sheriff" would be refused entrance to the
camp.^' O n e Racine soldier wrote home that every m a n in
C o m p a n y A would have to be killed before A d a m could be
taken.^^ Lacking the support of military authorities, the sherilThesitated. According to a correspondent in C o m p a n y G, he
did not attempt to enter the camp until the regiment's final
day in Nicholasville. T h e n , rather than identifying himself to
the picket, he came disguised as a Union soldier with dis-

Marc and Beth Storch Collection
It was Sergeant fesse Berch who telegraphed friends in Racine,
requesting assistance for the fugitive woman whom the Abolition
Regiment had taken under its protection.

patches for the colonel. W h e n brought before Utley, the sheriff" tried to serve his papers. Not surprisingly, Utley refused to

fugitive, was the matter finally settled. At that time the U.S.

cooperate, and the sheriff" departed camp empty-handed,

House of Representatives appropriated funds in the amount

realizing, in the words of the Wisconsin soldier, that "the reg-

of $934.46 to satisfy Robertson's judgment.*^

iment will stand by [Colonel Utley] to the last man."^^
Perhaps anticipating frustration through the local courts.

With A d a m safely secured, the Twenty-second Wisconsin
m a r c h e d south to Danville, Kentucky. In late J a n u a r y 1863

Justice Robertson next appealed directly to President Lincoln.

the regiment received orders to depart for Louisville where it

Faced with an embarrassing political situation, Lincoln

was to embark with the rest of the 3rd Division on steamers

sought a compromise by offering the judge five h u n d r e d dol-

for a river journey to Nashville. In a letter to his brother, J o h n

lars for the slave. Robertson rejected the president's offer and

Chambers described a disturbing encounter with a slavehold-

later sued Utley in federal court for the full value of the slave

er on the road to Louisville. C o m p a n y K h a d two fugitives in

plus court costs. Utley's lawyers filed a series of measures

its midst at the time, one of them n a m e d Marshal. Marshal's

designed to delay the case; so successful were they that

owner stood by the side of the road as the troops passed.

Robertson was not granted a j u d g m e n t until 1871. N o t until

"Marshal, you are b o u n d to go, are you?" the master

1873, more than a decade after the slave A d a m became a

called out. T h e slave responded, "Yes, Massa," and contin-

^
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WHS Archives, File 1863, July 12

Edward H. Pullan's sketch of camp life infuly 1864, long after the
Abolition Regiment's initial sojourn in Kentucky. By this time the men
of the Twenty-second had distinguished themselves in battle and were
within two miles of Atlanta.

ued past the man. The owner called out a second time, stating how he hoped to hear soon of Marshal's death. Private
Chambers observed afterward, "We have plenty of boys that
would have been glad to put a Ball through [the owner's]
head if they dared,"*'
As the regiment camped outside Louisville on January 30,
the words from Marshal's owner may have taken on an eerily prophetic quality. Slave-hunters swarmed throughout the
city, bent on making one last effort to remove contraband
from the departing regiments. Rumors circulated that a
Negro had been killed in a fracas the day before and that the
Twenty-second Wisconsin was being singled out for special
attention,*^ Hoping to avoid any confrontations. General
WINTER
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Gordon Granger, commander of the Army of Kentucky,
ordered all "contraband" left behind before embarkation.
Once again disobeying a direct order from his superiors.
Colonel Utley did not compel the slaves to remain in Kentucky; however, he did offer five dollars to any slave who willingly chose to leave the regiment,*^ Utley intended this offer
to show that he was not forcing any of the African American
men to stay.
The Twenty-second did not march to the docks of
Louisville until the afternoon of Sunday, February 2, The rest
of the regiments in the brigade had departed the day before,
leaving two steamers ready to receive the ten Wisconsin companies,** Caleb Pillsbury, the Twenty-second's Methodist
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chaplain and one of Colonel Utley's most
vocal supporters, walked some distance
ahead of the regiment and engaged in conversation with one of the onlookers crowding the side of the street. The man told
Pillsbury that slaves had been pulled from
the ranks of every other passing regiment,*^ It appeared as though the Twentysecond Wisconsin would face the same
treatment, A Walworth County man wrote
home, "Slaveholders whose faces we recognized as living along the line of our former marches from Danville and away back
to Georgetown, were rushing along, pointing out the negroes to the bullies who were
to do the jerking,"*^ Anticipating intervention by these "bullies," Utley had ordered
his men to march with their bayonets
fixed.
But even this precaution did not deter
one fellow from attempting to snatch a
slave from the Wisconsin ranks. The best
account of the incident appears in the journal of Charles Dickinson of Company E,
Justice Robertson's slave Adam was
marching between Companies H and E
when a man rushed out of the crowd and
grabbed hold of him. One of the soldiers in
Company H had given Adam a pistol earlier in the day. The slave now stuck the
muzzle of the weapon in his assailant's face
and pulled the trigger. It misfired. At that
moment four men from the front rank of
Company E rushed the attacker and drove
him off" the street with their bayonets,*^
Colonel Coburn, the brigade commander,
appeared alongside the regiment at this
point and ordered the men to load their
WHS Archives, Name File, WHi(X3)22117
fames Bintliff of Monroe served with the Twenty-second
muskets. He reportedly taunted one of the
Wisconsin and supported Colonel Utley's strong abolitionist views.
nearby masters, daring him to step forward
and retrieve his slave,*^ The Twenty-second continued to the
tucky. Although it would be satisfying to tell how the slaves
docks unmolested, and the remaining slaves boarded the
who remained with the regiment went on to lead rich lives as
steamers with the troops. The captain of the vessel Commerfreedmen, their future proved tragic. On March 25, 1863, a
cial initially refused to get up steam unless Utiey removed the
month after the regiment arrived in Tennessee, 378 of its men
slaves from his ship, but he soon relented after the colonel
took part in a brigade-sized reconnaissance of a large rebel
threatened to arrest him and replace him with one of his own
force in the hills near Thompson's Station, Outnumbered
49
almost six to one, the Union troops walked into what one
men.
wounded survivor called "a perfect trap,"^° The five-hour
So ended the Twenty-second Wisconsin's sojourn in Ken-

m
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battle resulted in the capture of many of the Union soldiers
involved, including Colonel Utley and more than 160 of the
Wisconsin troops,^' Lieutenant Colonel Bloodgood escaped
capture with the remainder of the men and assumed command of the regiment. Three weeks later a large force of rebel
cavalry commanded by General Nathan Bedford Forrest
swept down upon the regiment
at its encampment near Brentwood, Tennessee, Facing overwhelming numbers. Lieutenant
Colonel Bloodgood surrendered the remaining five hundred men. According to
Harvey Reid of Company A,
the remaining slaves—Adam
among them—were removed
from the camp,^^ With that,
they disappear from the record,
their fate in Confederate hands
unknown.
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signed a testimonial praising his courage and conduct. With
the help of the other officers, Bloodgood successfully campaigned for reinstatement in December 1863 and returned to
the regiment. He and Colonel Utiey resumed their very tense
and unhappy relationship, Utley succeeded in forcing the resignation of several other officers, but it appears he lost the
respect and support of most of
his men, A year after the regiment re-formed, Utley tendered his own resignation in
July 1864, He cited failing
health, exacerbated perhaps by
his wife's death in Wisconsin
that spring; a rumor circulated
through the ranks suggesting
that Utley had resigned to
avoid a court-martial for his
own incompetency under fire,^^
The feud between Utley and
Bloodgood was a complicated
affair, and the surviving historical record makes it difficult to
determine who was in the right.
Each undoubtedly went to his
own grave believing the other
had injured him. Other senior
officers involved in the debacle
at Thompson's Station supported Utley's view of Bloodgood,

By June 1863 the entire regiment had been paroled—that
is, they were exchanged for a
like number of Confederate
prisoners of war—and reformed near St, Louis, But
clearly the twin disasters the
Twenty-second Wisconsin had
suffered that spring had eroded
WHS Archives, PH 12:46 although they may have been
the regiment's morale, A terriBrigadier General Ouincy Gillmore, commander of
^ •
,
i -r,
ble feud broke out between
, , ^. . .
f,
/
rr^
, , r ,
trying to shift scrutiny away
Colonel Utley and Lieutenant
the 1st Division oj the Army oj Kentucky, had the
/ o
i
i
unenviable task of dealing with those Kentucky
from their own conduct,
Colonel Bloodgood over their
civilians Twenty-second
who bitterly complained
Bloodgood also received m u c h
Wisconsin.about the
respective conduct at Thompcriticism from his superiors for
son's Station, Utley accused Bloodgood of cowardice under
his rapid surrender at Brentwood,^^ Eyewitnesses to the
fire and of cravenly abandoning the colonel and his men to
event, however, believed he did the right thing, with his men
certain capture and brought charges against him. But what
lacking proper entrenchments and the Confederate artillery
began as a campaign against Bloodgood turned into a war
poised to slaughter them,^^ Utiey injured his case in the court
against the regiment's other officers. The same stubborn defiof public opinion by sending a nasty, rambling diatribe
ance Utley had shown the slaveholders he now directed
against Bloodgood to the editor of the Milwaukee Daily Sentoward his own subordinates. After twenty-three of the
tinel. Among his many inflammatory remarks, Utley
twenty-seven line officers accused Utley of incompetence and
described Bloodgood as the spoiled child of a fond mother
petitioned for his resignation, the colonel utilized all of his
who was useful for only three things; "Serenades, Dress
political skills to purge them from the regiment, Bloodgood
Parades, and Pay Days,"^^
was made the scapegoat for Thompson's Station and disIf Bloodgood seems to emerge on top, however, it may be
missed from service in November 1863, The enlisted ranks
attributed to the surviving testimony of the regiment's private
weighed in on the side of Bloodgood; over two-thirds of them
soldiers, Harvey Reid of Company A, for example, contrastWINTER
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ed the cool and courageous figure of
Bloodgood mounted on his horse at
Thompson's Station amidst enemy fire
with the unflattering image of Utley walking into the same battle, his insignia purposely concealed beneath a soiled
overcoat,^^ When Utiey forced the resignation of Captain Gage Burgess of Company
E in March 1864, Private Charles Dickinson wrote in his journal how the boys in the
company would have preferred that the
colonel resign,^^ In a later entry he
recounted the pitiful moment when Utley
assembled the regiment in order to state his
case against Bloodgood, Within ten minutes, Dickinson reported, the men had
drifted back to their tents,^°
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WHS Archives, Name File, WHi(X3)18311

Private Harvey Reid's letters home

ly disrupted the slavery they found in Kentucky is difficult to answer, because Union
soldiers supported abolitionism for a variety of reasons. Among the troops of the
Twenty-second Wisconsin was a group of
men who opposed slavery on moral
grounds, those whom Harvey Reid called
the "rabid abolitionists,"^' They tended to
regard slavery as sinful and often held a
more enlightened view of human rights.
These sentiments had always enjoyed their
strongest support in southeastern and
southcentral Wisconsin, an area populated
by transplanted New Englanders,^^ xhe
four counties that filled the regiment had
shown support for black rights in 1857 by
voting in favor of a referendum extending
suffrage to free blacks, a measure defeated
statewide, ^^

to his sisters provide more primary
Regardless of later enmity felt toward
information about the TwentyWilliam L, Utley, it is clear that the colonel
second Wisconsin than any other
enjoyed widespread support among his
For other men in the regiment—like
source. Reid is pictured here in
1904,
more
than
fifty
years
after
men during the Twenty-second's tenure as
Colonel Utley—preservation of the Union,
his time in Kentucky.
the Abolition Regiment in Kentucky,
not black rights, seems to have motivated
There is no evidence that his fall from grace stemmed from
them to attack slavery. According to this view, the peculiar instiresentment over his confrontations with the slaveholding
tution needed to die so that the Union could live. These men
enemy. Indeed, the colonel's uncompromising policy in Kenviewed the Kentuckians as closet secessionists and therefore had
tucky would have been difficult to maintain without the supno qualms about harboring fugitives,^* Still others might have
port of his troops. More was at work here, however, than the
joined the attack on slavery in the hope that emancipated slaves
simple following of orders. Why the soldiers so enthusiasticalwould provide manpower for the Union Army, Although Presi-
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against slavery. After all, they
were young men,

somewhat

innocent perhaps, and certainly
malleable. Inspired by Colonel
Utley's outspoken opposition to
the slaveholders and

infused

with the adventure of soldiering,

the

troops'

inclination

toward abolitionism hardened
into resolve, A convergence of
forces seems to have generated
a powerful

group

mentality

among the men, one not found
to the same degree in most
other U n i o n formations. Their
collective identity as the "Abolition Regiment" may be attributed

to

Utley's

charismatic

leadership working u p o n m e n
who were already predisposed
to oppose slavery.
During their stay in Kentucky, on the fringes of the war,
they h a d time to witness firsth a n d the horrors of chattel
slavery and to play a role in
thwarting

the

slave-catchers

who were continually lurking
around their camps. T h e y h a d
not yet confronted the grim,
terrible realities of close combat, which would soon give
them quite another perspective
on the war. They may have
viewed Colonel Utley in a difWHS Archives, H GX883 1863 M; graphic by Joel Heiman ferent light w h e n rebel fire
From tiny Covington near Cincinnati,as far south as Danville, and then
began thinning their ranks at
west to Louisville, the Twenty-second Wisconsin made its way through
Thomnson's
Station
The
the Bluegrass State, creating problems for the Union strategically but
chaos and bloodshed of comoffering freedom for the men and women who sought protection.
bat, to say nothing of their capdent Lincoln had not yet approved the use of black soldiers in

ture and imprisonment, probably broke the spell that h a d

the fall of 1862, the idea had been favorably discussed at local

united the regiment in its c o m m o n abolitionist identity. F r o m

war meetings in southeastern Wisconsin at the time of the Twen-

that moment, personal survival and collective victory in bat-

ty-second Regiment's formation, ^^

tle—not freedom and emancipation for runaway slaves—

M a n y soldiers may have h a d difficulty articulating their
reasons for joining the Union war effort. In this regard, the

became the touchstone of the regiment's actions.
During the final year of the war, the Twenty-second Wis-

unit's origin in a strongly abolitionist region of Wisconsin ren-

consin enjoyed many moments of collective victory in battle.

dered its members particularly susceptible to a crusade

Transferred to General J o e Hooker's Twentieth Corps in the
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I860 Census, Grant County, Kentucky Slave Schedules, p, 8

The slave schedule from Grant County, Kentucky, lists the human
assets of a man named Hogan, and the male slaves listed here by
color—B for black or M or mulatto—and age, never by name, are
likely the young men who escaped only tivo years later.

spring of 1864, the regiment distinguished itself during General Sherman's famous March to the Sea and his drive
through the Carolinas, In its first battle near Resaca, Georgia,
on June 15, 1864, the Twenty-second breached the Confederate entrenchments, capturing a four-gun battery that had
been blasting the Union infantry with grapeshot and canister.
Four Wisconsin corporals who carried the regiment's colors
were wounded in the charge, and the regiment suffered
seventy-three casualties. Colonel Utley tendered his resignation soon after this engagement, and Lieutenant Colonel
Bloodgood assumed command of the regiment, leading it to
distinction at other Georgia battlefields, including Kennesaw
^

Mountain and Peach Tree Creek, The men of the Twentysecond Wisconsin were among the first Union soldiers to
enter Atlanta,^^
When Confederate General Joe Johnston finally sought
peace terms from General Sherman on April 17, 1865, the
Twenty-second Wisconsin was camped near Raleigh, North
Carolina, The regiment marched to Washington, D,C,, in
May and paraded down Pennsylvania Avenue in the grand
review of Sherman's army before being mustered out of service and sent back to Wisconsin, Like all veterans, the men
returned to civilian life changed by their experiences in the
long and brutal war. The outspoken William Utley became a
WINTER
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Bettmann/CORBIS

The three musketeers of discontent (from left to right): Francis E. Townsend,
Gerald!. K. Smith, and Father Charles Coughlin, at the height of their
collaboration in 1936, as they attempted to defeat New Deal politics and politicians.

Gerald L. K. Smith
From Wisconsin Roots to National
By Glen

I

Notoriety

Jeansonne

n August 1936 Gerald L. K. Smith addressed a packed Cleveland stadium at the convention of Father Charles E. Coughlin's National Union of Social Justice. The afternoon was hot, and the audience sweltered. Smith, sweating profusely, stripped off his
coat and tie and gulped directly from a pitcher of water without bothering to use a

glass. The theme of his speech was the iniquity of President Franklin D. Roosevelt. Smith
claimed that the policies of FDR's administration represented "the most historic and con-

temptible betrayal ever put over on the American people. . . . Our people were starving and
they burned the wheat . . . hungry and they killed the pigs . . . led by Mr. Henry Wallace, secretary of Swine Assassination . . . and by a slimy group of men culled from the pink campuses of America with friendly gaze fixed on Russia." The audience roared. Smith smiled and sat
down. Ten minutes later no one could remember what he had said.
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In the 1930s, with Americans struggling for survival in the

Kickapoo in Vernon. T h e Driftless Area, a place where the last

worst economic disaster in their history. Smith addressed more

glaciers ground to a halt about twelve thousand years ago,

and bigger live audiences than any speaker of his generation.

offers a landscape that is rugged and unscathed. It is a region

They rarely left disappointed. With his beak-shaped nose and

characterized by hogbacked hills and ridges, deep valleys

piercing blue eyes, standing six feet tall and weighing over two

(coulees), and high prairie. In the days before m o d e m trans-

hundred pounds, he was a dynamo, an extraordinary dema-

portation, these elements made for isolated environments, few

gogue who swayed thousands and infuriated millions. His crisp

and small towns, and regional rather than village-based identi-

voice, his spontaneous gestures, his transparent zealotry fixated

fications and loyalties. Demographically, the area now is asso-

audiences. Routinely, Smith was mesmerizing, though often

ciated with a mixed population of Norwegians, Germans, and

vacuous. His oratory impressed crowds, raised emotions,

old Americans. But when Gerald L. K. Smith's ancestors set-

thrilled the masses. Journalist William Bradford Huie wrote of

tled there, they found themselves among a substantial popula-

Smith in the 1930s: "The m a n has the passion of Billy

tion of settlers very much like themselves: American stock

Sunday. He has the fire of Adolf Hitler. . . . He is the

with a background in the South and roots in the British

stuff of which Fuehrers are made." "Before a live audi-

Isles. In 1855 Smith's grandfather Zachariah moved from

ence," another journalist wrote, "he makes Father

Indiana to Wisconsin and selected farmland at Sugar

Coughlin seem somewhat less articulate than a wax-

Grove, a hamlet virtually on the border of all three town-

works." He was, said Huey Long, "the only m a n I ever

ships. H e acquired several hundred acres and eventually

saw who is a better rabble-rouser than I am." H. L.

specialized in buying and selling horses, shuttling

Mencken, who in his long journalistic career had

between M o n t a n a and Wisconsin. T h e Smiths

listened to orators from William Jennings Bryan

had ten children, successively in Ohio, Indi-

to Franklin Roosevelt, wrote: "Gerald L. K.

ana, and Wisconsin as the family moved west.

Smith is the greatest orator of them all, not the

T h e youngest was Lyman, Gerald's father,

greatest by an inch or a foot or a yard or a

/ b o m in 1863. While living in Indiana from

mile, but the greatest by at least two light

1846 to 1855, Lyman's parents helped start a

years. He begins where the best leaves oflf."^

Disciples of Christ church at Burlington, a

Gerald L. K. Smith was also a son of Wisconsin,

small town west of Kokomo. T h e Smiths

born and bred.

brought their interest in Christianity with them
to Wisconsin and were instrumental in founding

G

erald Smith's story began at the turn of

the Sugar Grove Church of Christ. (The names

the twentieth century in rural south-

•^

Church of Christ, the Christian Church, the Dis-

western Wisconsin, where his parents'

ciples of Christ, and "Campbellite" churches are

families had moved in the 1850s and 1860s via

closely related.) T h e congregation got going in

western Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana after

1855, and Zachariah later donated land for the

several generations of steady westward migration.

present building. Some seventy years later his

His American roots on both sides of his family lay

grandson Gerald began his ministerial career in a

in the South and the border states—Virginia,

nearby Church of Christ in Soldiers Grove, and

North and South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
and Tennessee—and went back to the 1600s. His

various cousins of Gerald have served the Disci,

ples ministry almost without a break ever since.*

ancestors included Quakers, Tories, a Civil W a r vet-

Shortly after Lyman married Sarah Henthorn

eran, and virtually every strain of pre-Revolutionary

in 1886, the couple moved about one hundred miles

Anglo-American imaginable. H e was particularly proud
of his father's Virginia forebears, though his father, Lyman

east, from Sugar Grove to Pardeeville in Columbia
\

County, a town that had excellent rail connections.

Z. Smith, himself had been born in Wisconsin and Lyman's

\

There both Lyman and his father-in-law traveled as

father, Zachariah, in Ohio.^

>

salesmen for home medical products, probably for the

T h e Smith clan eventually settled in the Kickapoo River
valley and three adjoining townships in three counties of the

^

J . R. Watkins Company of Winona, Minnesota. Being
without the services of a Disciples church, Lyman

state's Driftless Area: the Town of Clayton in Crawford

As an adolescent Smith showed a serious side.

County, the Town of Sylvan in Richland, and the Town of

Bentley Historical Library, Tine University of IVIicliigan
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W H S Archives, CF 6728, WHi(X2)14428

Dr. Francis E. Townsend was a lifelong advocate of a pension plan
that he designed for the elderly. In 1936 Townsend visited Wausau;
the man welcoming him at the microphone is most likely
Gerald I. K. Smith.

Smith "conceived the idea of getting a man to come to our
town and hold a meeting, which resulted in a good Bible
School and a small Church," erected in August 1895.^
Gerald Lyman Kenneth Smith came into the family on
February 27, 1898, his parents' second and last child. The family did not remain in Pardeeville long thereafter. George Henthorn, Gerald's grandfather, died on March 18, 1900, and was
buried in Pardeeville. Lyman suffered chronic health problems, and his overall health deteriorated significantly that same
year. By June the Smiths had moved back to their home area
in the southwestern part of the state, living on a 120-acre subsistence farm in the Town of Sylvan. When his health permitted, Lyman farmed and occasionally took to the road again,
this time peddling household products in nearby counties for
the W. T. Rawleigh Company of Freeport, Illinois.^
Apart from his own recollections, details about young Gerald's boyhood are scant, but the family situation suggests it was
not typical. The family practiced devout Christianity, of
course, and church and household religious activities loomed
larger in Gerald's life than in the lives of most boys. Smith's
parents taught him to interpret the Bible as the literal word of
God, and Smith read the Bible repeatedly, cover to cover. His
^

reading did not extend to broader areas of American history
and literature. Always, Smith reacted emotionally rather than
intellectually to what he read. He proudly remembered a
proverb of his father's: "If it is more than the Bible it is too
much, if it is less than the Bible, it is not enough; if it is the same
as the Bible we don't need it."^
Gerald was his father's boy. When Lyman was ill, as he
often was, his son had to help care for him; when his health
improved, the elder Smith would often take to the road, selling.
Yet Lyman's illness brought them closer together than many
sons are to their fathers, and Smith credited him with much of
his later success as a speaker and writer. As Smith explained:
"And I learned more at my father's knee than I learned at all
the colleges and universities and high schools, outside the technical knowledge, that I ever attended."^ Smith resented his
mother, the family disciplinarian, of whom he said: "She was
not a son worshipper. She never hesitated to criticize me and
point out my mistakes."^
As was typical in rural Wisconsin around the turn of the last
century. Smith's formal education began in a spare, one-room
schoolhouse without indoor plumbing. The school was about a
mile northwest from the Smiths' equally spartan four-room
WINTER
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track association in his junior year, a performer in
the minstrel show, a soloist in the glee club, and a
standout in oratory and debate. In his first year at
Viroqua, Smith was one of the debaters "who put
one over Tomah," along with Joe Roman, a
member of the only Jewish family in town. In oratory in his senior year, he took first place in the
league contest at Sparta, delivering William Jennings Bryan's famous "Cross of Gold" peroration
"with the fire and eloquence of a Daniel Webster." For his senior annual, he wrote essays about
school spirit and a thirty-below-zero basketball
excursion to Viola. (In his autobiography, written
many years later, the mercury had dipped to
forty-eight below.) Despite his extracurricular
and church activities. Smith remembered that he
was not a "goody goody" and "knew my way
around with the high school girls." In short, he
Bettmann/CORBIS
was a high school success, and he graduated from
Smith and associate editor Bernard A. Donian (right) examine the
the German-language sequence (the school
first copy of Smith's The Cross and the Flag, his jourtialistic mouthpiece. The monthly, a rabidly anti-Semitic, anti-Communist, antioffered several language-based courses of study)
black, anti-labor, and anti-New Deal publication, helped Smith raise
with a class of twenty-four on June 4, 1915. The
money and promote his campaign for the U.S. Senate in 1942, in
author of the class prophecy twitted him: "But I
which he ran as a republican. The Cross and the Flag reached about
twenty-five thousand subscribers.
must confess I have been rather disappointed in
Gerald
Smith.
I had always imagined him as the graceful wearhouse in Richland County. School was taught by young girls
er of the white tie and Prince Albert in some large church, but
barely older than some of the farm boys in the classroom, and
after he finished his seminary course, he went to raising chickclasses for grades one through eight were held in the same
ens down on the Kickapoo."'^
room. By the time he was nine. Smith claimed to have memorized the lessons through grade eight—having heard them year
after year. Imagining himself a prodigy, he believed that his
family, though poor, was superior to the other Kickapoo Valley residents. "We had nothing in common with the illiterates
that were in that area," he boasted.'°
Smith said that he soon outgrew the rural school and persuaded his parents to let him attend the better schools in Viola,
about seven miles north. He remained there through his freshman year, until his father's health improved so significantly
that he could return to traveling sales full time. The Smiths
moved to Viroqua, where the schools were larger and better,
although they did not sell the farm."
Young Gerald seems to have found in high school his future
as an orator and speaker. His "Senior Superlative" in the
annual called him "the most talkative." As a newcomer to
Viroqua in his sophomore year, he was elected class president.
Along the way to graduation in 1915, he was president of the
school's Hterary society, business manager of the 1915 annual,
"yell master" for the sports teams, Duke Orsino in Shakespeare's Twelfth Night (the senior class play), a member of the
WINTER
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Smith did not enter a seminary after high school, but in the
fall of 1915 he did enter college—Valparaiso University in Valparaiso, Indiana, then known as "the poor man's Harvard." (It
has been a Lutheran university since 1925.) In Smith's day the
school was owned privately by Henry Baker Brown, a Disciples
of Christ minister, who made it possible for many young men
to receive an education and support themselves with jobs at the
school and around town. Smith made his way by mowing
lawns, washing dishes, waiting on tables, and serving a small
congregation in nearby Deep River, Indiana. Valparaiso was
basically a two-year, degree-granting school, and Smith
received a bachelor of oratory degree there in August 1917,
having taken additional classes in religion. He had hoped to
attend graduate school at the University of Illinois but came
down with nephritis and returned to the family farm to recuperate.'^
In addition to his schooling and Christian upbringing in
Wisconsin, Smith remembered being influenced selectively by
Robert M. La FoUette, the state's Progressive governor
(1901-1906) and U.S. senator (1906-1925). Smidi's father was

m
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a disciple of La Follette, and
he passed La Follette's
speeches and magazines to
his son. The most prominent
politician in the Kickapoo
Valley in that era was James
O. Davidson of nearby Soldiers Grove, a Progressive
who was La Follette's lieutenant governor and his successor
as
governor.
Davidson's influence in his
home area also may have
affected the Smith family's
allegiance to progressivism.
What Smith remembered
most was La Follette's antimonopoly crusade and his
defense of "the little man."
"My father was a La Follette
man," Smith recalled. "He
believed in Bob La Follette.
In those days he was honestly
progressive, and you could
say 'progressive' without having to explain that you
weren't a Muscovite."^*

completed a pension fund
questionnaire in 1925 for the
Disciples' home ofiice. He
wrote that his pastoral career
began two years later, in January 1920, when he accepted
a pastorate at Footville,
about ten miles west of
Janesville. There, too, he
quickly became a success
with his preaching. "Bro.
Smith preaches the gospel
plainly week after week, but
the people seem to delight to
hear it," so much so that
within a year the small congregation had grown by 125
members. Articles about him
and his work appeared regularly in the Disciples of
Christ official publication,
the Christian
Standard.
While at Footville, Smith
met a strikingly attractive
church
singer
from
Janesville, Elna Sorenson,
daughter of a middle-class,
devout family. Elna and GerIn January 1918, when he
ald dated for a year and then
was only nineteen. Smith
were
married on June 21,
accepted his first pastoral
1922. A quiet, modest, beaucall, to the Soldiers Grove
tiful
woman, Elna supported
Church of Christ, a six-yearher husband in all of his
old congregation with a
Bentley Historical Library, Tlie University of IVIicliigan
political
and anti-Semitic
brand new, cement-block
Although New Orleans governor Huey P. Long was assassinated in crusades, a true helpmate
church and a $2,500 debt.
1935, Smith continued to worship his former mentor and boss, the
(One of Smith's relatives, 'Kingfish, "for the rest of his life. Here Smith and his wife, Elna, place awho made his priorities her
wreath on Long's tomb and monument near the Louisiana State
own. Over the course of their
John Chitwood, was an ofiiCapitol in Baton Rouge.
fifty-two-year marriage, Elna
cer of the church.) By June,
Smith
would
give
birth
to
their
son
Gerald, Jr. (Gerry), work
"with no outside preaching," sixty-five new members had
the crowds at Smith's speaking engagements no matter how
joined the church roll, and Bible school enrollment had more
many
protestors were present, serve as an associate editor of
than doubled. In June the congregation invited a visiting minmany of his publications, and even marry the man Smith had
ister from Illinois, George L. Snively, to its homecoming weekchosen for her before he died.^^
end, and he raised pledges of $4,100 "to liquidate the old debt,
complete our basement and buy a new bell." The delighted
congregants took up collection to thank Smith and bought him
a gold watch "as a reminder of their love and esteem for himself and his work."^^
Smith did not mention his Soldiers Grove work when he
^

By the time of his marriage, Gerald had left Footville and
had been, for only a year, pastor of a newly organized congregation in Beloit. While there he accepted a speaking engagement at the denomination's national congress in St. Louis,
talking about how he had overcome difiiculties in a rural
WINTER
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church setting. The talk proved to the
body's national leaders that Smith possessed exceptional oratorical gifts, and
thereafter his career took off. He
received a 25 percent raise (to $2,500 a
year) by moving to a church in Kansas,
Illinois, where he stayed a year; then in
late 1923 he accepted a call to a church
in one of the denomination's most
important strongholds, Indianapolis, for
an annual salary of $4,000. He was only
twenty-five. His ministry there abruptly
ended in 1929 when Elna was diagnosed
with tuberculosis, and doctors urged the
couple to move away from the coalinfused air of the midwestern industrial
city. Although Smith considered offers to
relocate in several locations, it was the
combination of a job offer from the
largest Disciples church in Louisiana, in
Shreveport, and the discovery that
Shreveport also had an excellent reputation for tubercular convalescence that
made the choice clear. Smith's original
plan was to remain in Louisiana only for
the amount of time Elna needed for a
full recovery. He had no idea that this
decision would land him in a place
where his rhetorical skills would carry
him from the pulpit to the national political lectern. ^^

s

mith's serious political career
began in Shreveport, Louisiana.
As before, he proved an effective
and controversial pastor, converting
Bentley Historical Library, The University of Michigan
souls and raising money. In the course of
Smith holds a flag representing the so-called British-Lsrael movement.
According to Smith, fews masterminded a plan to force the United
advocating for several congregants who
States back into the British Empire. The flag he brandishes would
were facing foreclosures. Smith met the
replace the American flag as America once more became a colony.
Louisiana politician known as "Kingfish," Huey P. Long. As governor and
engaged in some local ecumenical work, even joining with a
then U.S. senator. Long was the most powerful politician in
rabbi and scheduling reciprocal visits to each other's congreLouisiana's history. He saved some of Smith's parishioners'
gations.^^ From an early age. Smith had displayed symptoms
homes and businesses, and Smith adored him for it.
of a bipolar disorder, prone to episodes of manic energy and
Smith later said that the banker who wanted to foreclose
frantic work, followed by relapses into periods of depression
was ajew.^^ But this statement is no indicator as to why Smith
and withdrawal. Prior to his marriage, while still a young man,
veered off his pastoral path into anti-Semitism and hatemonhe had suffered two nervous breakdowns. His hatred of Jews
gering. In fact, it was as a minister in Shreveport that Smith
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and oiher minorities seems to have arisen more from a gener-

Smith loved die work, and he thrilled rural audiences with

alized authoritarian personality than from any specific inci

his orator}'. Farmers and merchants flocked to his speeches

dents with ininoritles in his formative years. In addition, his

and joined clubs. He exhorted them lo "pull down these huge

fervent Christianity inclined him to view Jews as the enemies

piles of gold until there shall be a real job, not a little old sow-

ofJesLis.-'-^

belly, black-eyed pea job but a real spending money, beelsieak

It was not any form of bigotry that heralded Smith's depar-

and grav).\ Chevrolet, Ford in the garage, new suit, Thomas

ture irora the ministry and his entiy into politics. Rather, it was

Jefferson, Jesus Christ, red, white anci blue job for every

Smith's gTowing public association with Huey Long and sup-

man."^* Those who signed up for the local clubs received

port of the politician's libera!, often radical agenda that alien

membership cards and became part of Huey Kong's growing

ated the wealthy and conservative board members of Smith's

mailing list, targets for additional propaganda. Smith rejecied

church. Seven months after arriving in Louisiana, Smith left,

criticism that he was all noise and no content. He had a pro-

liis Shreveport chiircli just belore being fired; lie never

gram: iiiipeacli iraitors (liiclLidliig FDR), depori Jews and

returned to the pulpit. It was in the early [930s that he began

blacks, repeal the income tax, outlaw communism, and make

to nourish secret fascist sympathies, which grew more pro-

America, capitalism, and Christianity synonymous.

nounced as he aged. Tn Januar).^ 1933 he wrote to a certain

President Roosevelt worried about Huey Long, perhaps

Hugo Fack, who had traveled lo Gei'inany and there met the

unnecessarily, though no one could predict public attitudes If

leaders of the new Nazi eovernment:

the Depression persisted. But the hopes of Long, Smith, and

/ am anxious to get in touch with his Honor, Adolf Hitler, but

tember 1935. i Smith believed Long's assassin. Dr. Carl Austin

knowing that you are recently removed from Germany,

hefcjre

Weiss, was a Jew. l i e was actually a Catholic,;"^ Smith deliv-

country.

ereci Long's funeral oration at the Louisiana capitol before

their partisans crashed when Long was assassinated in Sep-

doing so 1 desire your opinion of conditions

in that

They look good to me. (Jan you give me a code for getting in

] 50,000 people. "This tragedy fires the souls of us who adored

toucl'i with Herr

him," he said. "He has been the wounded victim of the green

Hitler

or one of his representatives

in

America?'-^--

goddess; to use the figure, he W3B the Stradivarius whose notes
rose in competition with jealous drums, envious tomtoms. He

Just after c|uitting his Shreveport church, Smith found him-

was the unfinished symphony."^^"'

self attracted to ihe native Nazi William Dudley Pelley and his

Losing oui ill die polidcal power strug'gle in Louisiana thai

paramilitary Silver Shirts. Pelley, a religious mystic who

followed Long's death, Smith went in search of an ally. He

claimed to have died, gone to heaven, and returneci to North

found one in Dr, Francis £. T o w n s e n d of Calliornia,

Carolina, planned to overthrow the American government.

Townsend, like Long, had a panacea for the Depression. It was

Smith started a march up the Mississippi Valley to join him,

called the Townsend Recovery Plan and involved paying

writing: "By the time you receive this letter I shall be on the

unemployed people ovei' sLxty-five two hundi'ecl cloUai's a

road to St. Louis and points north with a uniformed squad of

month, which they had to spend before the next installment,

young men composing wliai I believe will be the first Silver

all financed by a national sales lax. Smith insinuated himself

Shirt storm troop in America."^-- T h e rendezvous never mate-

into Townsend's organization, joining the board of directors,

rialized. Few recruits swarmed to Smith. Disappointed, dis-

raising money, and organizing a youth corps, A marriage of

couraged, he returned to Shreveport.
Smidi soon lound a more promising channel for his energy.

convenience, the Townsend-Smith aliia,nce served both men
well. T h e doctor needed Smith's youth, viialliy. and chaiis-

Huey Long offered him a job. Kong was pla,nning to challenge

malic orator}' as much as Smith needed Townsend's move

Franklin Roosevelt for the presidency in 1936. T h e focus of his

mem and credibility.^'

appeal was a plan lo confiscate millionaires' incomes and redis-

Father Charles Coughlin was also on the scene. Coughlin

tribute them to the masses. It was an attractive program to

was a formidable figure. A Catholic priest with a large congre-

many in the depths of the Great Depression, when Americans

gation in suburban Detroit, he had the largest radio audience

were turning to strange messiahs and desperate schemes. Dem-

in the nation. Vfore people listened to "the radio priest" than to

agogic and impri:icdcal, Long's approach was nonetheless

Roosevelt or to "i\inos 'n' /\iidy.''^^ Coughlin had broken with

clever and strategic. Smith was to be its chief advocate, touring

Rooseveft after initially supporting him. T h e priest thought

[he nation to organize local units of ihe Share-Our-Wealth

Roosevek was too timid LO inflate the currency sufficleriLly, too

Society.--

stubborn to accept his advice or recognize his stature.
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The 1936 presidential campaign brought together Smith,
Townsend, and Coughlin in the
Union Party. Their united following was enormous and fanatical, and Smith and Coughlin
were the most eloquent public
speakers in the nation. None of
them was a credible candidate;
Coughlin was a priest born
abroad. Smith was a disreputable
demagogue with no political
experience, and Townsend was a
septuagenarian. They therefore
selected a candidate who seemed
to them an amiable puppet, no
threat to their dominance in an
anti-Roosevelt third-party movement or to their substantial egos:
William Lemke of North Dakota.
On July 15, 1936, a horde of
elderly people assembled in
Bentley Historical Library, The University of Michigan
Cleveland
for
Townsend's
Ln his 1942 campaign for the Republican nomination from Michigan
for the U.S. Senate, Smith promised to end rubber rationing and
national convention. Impoverprovide enough tires for everyone. According to Smith, his friend Henry
ished, idealistic, desperate, they
Ford was working on a synthetic material that could provide abundant
sang hymns and prayed for the
tires but was being held back by the Roosevelt administration.
return of prosperity through the
he told the Coughlinites. "You sit in your places and take it
Townsend plan. Townsend delivered a long, dry speech expliwhile I pour it on, and I'll tell you when to clap. I come to you
cating the statistical implications of his plan. Some people nod210 pounds of fighting Louisiana fiesh, with the blood memoded off Smith spoke next, and no one dozed, though he spoke
ry of Huey Long, who died for the poor people of this country,
for three hours, forcing later speakers off the program. Branstill hot in my eyes."^^ Smith evidently had transplanted his
dishing a Bible, he said that if it was rabble-rousing to defend
roots from the Driftless Area of southwestern Wisconsin to the
the Constitution, praise the fiag, and advocate the Townsend
red clay of Louisiana.
Plan, he wanted to be the best rabble-rouser in the country:
"You give me Santa Claus and the Bible and the Constitution
Father Coughlin, upstaged for the second time in three
and the Flag and the Townsend Plan, and I will do ten thouweeks, discarded a planned joint tour with Smith. William
sand times as much as you will with the Russian primer, no
Lemke, eclipsed in the presence of more effective demagogues,
Santa Claus, and the Lenin communistic Marx plan."^^ As
campaigned alone. The press ignored him, focusing on Smith
H. L. Mencken reported. Smith's speech "ran the keyboard
and Coughlin. Smith was intoxicated by the campaign, fiattered
from the softest sobs and gurgles to the most earsplitting
by the media attention, invigorated by audience feedback. He
whoops and howls, and when it was over, the 9,000 delegates
asserted that Lemke would win because he permitted "the Rev.
simply lay back in their pews and yelled."^°
Charles E. Coughlin to define his money plank . . . Dr.
Townsend
to define his old age security plan . . . [and] Gerald
Three weeks later, eight thousand Coughlin supporters met
Smith to define his plank on labor, education, and homein the same Cleveland auditorium where the Townsendites
steads."^2
had gathered for Coughlin's convention of the National Union
for Social Justice. Townsend, Coughlin, Lemke, and Smith
spoke, but it was Smith who stirred audiences most successfully. "A nursing baby, they say, is content while it's taking milk,"
WINTER
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Smith and Coughlin provoked each other's worst instincts.
Ambitious, arrogant, thriving on adulation, lusting for power,
they both peaked in excesses a week before the election. Smith
^
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began to consider himself bigger and more important than his
allies. Perhaps he didn't need them. Maybe he could attain
power on his own, without puppets such as Townsend and
Lemke or a rival such as Coughlin. O n October 20, he
announced that he was creating an independent movement to
"seize the government of the United States."^^ Townsend
responded, "If the press reports concerning the fascist action of
Gerald L. K. Smith are true, then I hereby disavow any connection that Mr. Smith may claim in the organization of the
Townsend National Recovery Plan. I am against fascism."^^
The sponsors of the Union Party gave up before the vote.
Coughlin found Smith frightening. Townsend had never been
enthusiastic about the Lemke candidacy, caring only about his
own program. "I would vote for a native-born Chinaman if he
was for the plan," he admitted.^^ In the election of 1936, Roosevelt was reelected in a landslide. Lemke won only 891,858
votes—less than 2 percent of the total—and carried no states. Alf
Landon, the Republican candidate, carried only two states. The
Union Party never offered another candidate.^^
The Union Party effort in retrospect was pathetic. Its organizers spent only $95,000; the Republicans spent $14 million, the
Democrats, $9 million.^^ Though Smith and Coughlin were
charismatic speakers, it did not follow that they were effective
politicians. They did little grassroots organizing; precinct work
bored them. They were naive to attack a popular president;
Wall Street would have been a more viable target. They made
no overtures to organized labor. Supreme egotists representing
special interests, they thrived on discontent, but there was less of
it in 1936 than in 1932. Roosevelt's New Deal had worked no
miracles, but it had provided hope; the economy had improved.
The demagogues' proposed panaceas were passing fads; they
could not practice restraint or argue rationally. Voters believed
F D R could deliver while the Union Party could not.
Gerald L. K. Smith's audiences peaked with the 1936 campaign, but his following remained loyal. He settled in Detroit
and befriended Henry Ford. Ford financed a series of radio
broadcasts and impulsively told Smith he would make a great

Bentley Historical Library, The University of IVIichigan

Smith became increasingly unpopular because of his lack of patriotism before and during World War II, and his bigoted beliefs
angered many. Pickets greeted him in many cities where he conducted speaking engagements.

president. Smith started more modestly, running for the United

At the close of his pastoral career in 1934, Smith not only

States Senate in 1942. Smith sought the nomination of Michi-

continued to speak but also to write—more than five hundred

gan's Republican Party, winning 100,000 votes and running sec-

tracts, pamphlets, and books, and nearly every word of a

ond in the primary. He then ran in the general election as a

monthly. The Cross and the Tlag, which he began publishing

write-in candidate, but he finished last. His political plans

in 1942 and maintained for thirty-four years, reaching twenty-

crushed, he turned to red-baiting and anti-Semitism. He credit-

five thousand subscribers.^^ His writing, like his speaking, was

ed Ford with revealing the connection between communism and

simplistic and hard-hitting, identifying and denouncing vil-

Judaism. "The day came when I embraced the research of Mr.

lains, praising icons of the right. His short, choppy, adjective-

Ford and his associates," he wrote, "and became courageous

laden sentences with their heavy-handed analogies and crude

enough and honest enough and informed enough to use the

humor did not appeal to the sophisticated. T h e only research

words: 'Communism is Jewish.'"^^

behind his essays was news clippings, excerpts from far-right

^
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ulously compiled a mailing list and expanded it. Smith averaged about $80,000 through the mail in the 1940s, over
$175,000 in tiie 1950s, and about $275,000 in the 1960s. In
addition he sold literature and accepted bequests.*2 People sent
him enough money through the mail to make him a millionaire. He invested most of it in his crusades: books, tracts, travels, recruiting. He lived comfortably but not ostentatiously
until old age, when he succumbed to luxury.
Smith's list of allies was long, but his list of enemies was
longer. H e called President "Roosenfelt" a traitor

and

exclaimed in 1936: "We're going to get that cripple out of the
White House."*^ He predicted the president's defeat in 1940:
"Practically everybody that goes to church regular, is willing to
work hard, and takes a bath once a week is against Roosevelt."** Smith

detested

Roosevelt's

successor,

Harry

"Solomon" Truman: "Don't think for a moment I think Harry
T r u m a n was a Communist. He wasn't smart enough."*^
Dwight D. Eisenhower was a "Swedish J e w , " a dupe of his
brother Milton, a general who gave away Eastern Europe to
the Russians and "fraternized in drunken brawls with [the
Russian general Georgi] Zhukov."*^ Smith made no distinctions among conservatives, liberals, and socialists. They were
all enemies of the Republic, the conservative Richard Nixon as
well as the liberal Lyndon Johnson. Johnson was "guilty of
murder, homosexuality, a wide variety of perversions, thievery,
treason, and corruption."*^ Nixon was a "super-beatnik who
seems to be a cross between Elvis the Pelvis and Franklin D.
Roosevelt."*^ George Wallace of Alabama was more to his
taste but insufficientiy militant on the race issue. Wallace wanted to segregate blacks; Smith wanted to deport them. Still, he
called Wallace "the most Christ-like m a n I know."*^ T o Smith,
the only reliable Americans were his allies on the far right, and
he broke with most of tiiem because of his egocentric personjournals, and comments from casual conversations. He was a

ality. Smith was simply too extreme for most rightists. Senator

propagandist, not a scholar, living in a mental world inhabited

Joseph R. McCarthy rejected his support. William F. Buckley

by stereotyped villains and invidious conspiracies. He read only

tried to convert him to moderation but gave up.^°

to confirm his prejudices, not expand his horizons. A worka-

Smith barnstormed the nation in the 1940s, crusading

holic, he ground out articles with assembly-line consistency

against communism, the "Jew-infested" United Nations, and

and shoddy craftsmanship.**^

the T r u m a n Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, and N A T O . He

Smith's following after the 1930s was small but fanatical.

moved his headquarters to St. Louis in 1947, to Tulsa in 1949,

Indeed, he was much more successful as an agitator and

and to Los Angeles in 1953.^^ He appeared in public infre-

fundraiser than as a candidate. He founded a political action

quentiy in the late 1950s, but in the 1960s he rejuvenated and

group, the Christian Nationalist Crusade, in 1942. He raised

reoriented his career by constructing what he termed his

money by direct mail and personal solicitation. Criticized for

"Sacred Projects" in the Ozark hamlet of Eureka Springs,

accepting money from Fritz Kuhn, leader of the German

Arkansas. A prosperous spa in the 1890s, Eureka Springs was

American Bund, he responded: "If I am standing in a pulpit

economically moribund until Smith began his projects there.

and Al Capone comes in and drops a thousand dollars in the

He bought a Victorian house called Penn Castie in 1964, ren-

collection plate I'm not going to refuse to take it."*^ He metic-

ovated it luxuriously, and made it his summer home. In 1966
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ty of 6,000, and more than 188,000 attended the play, making
it the largest outdoor pageant in America. Jews complained
that the play was anti-Semitic, but Smith rejoined by calling it
"the only presentation of this kind in the world that has not
diluted its content to flatter the Christ-hating Jews."^^
Smith's Sacred Projects revived the economy of Eureka
Springs, and he became a local hero. The community expanded its restaurants and hotels, and other entrepreneurs moved
in. By 1975 Eureka Springs was the leading tourist community in Arkansas, and Smith had bigger plans yet. He planned to
construct a Disney-like replica of the Holy Land, including the
Sea of Galilee, the River Jordan, and scenes from the life of
Jesus. Visitors could even be baptized in the river. Smith's new
Holy Land, slated to cost $ 100 million, provided inspiration for
other religious entrepreneurs, such as Jim Bakker.^* However,
only the Great WaU ofJerusalem had been completed in 1976
when Gerald L. K. Smith died of pneumonia at age seventyeight.

Bentley Historical Library, The University of IVIichigan

Smith supporters hold signs promoting the Wisconsinite's
candidacy for president in 1944 as the candidate of the America
First Party, his political creation. Smith's America First Party had
no direct connection to the prewar, isolationist,
America First Committee.
he constructed and dedicated the "Christ of the Ozarks," a
seven-story cross-shaped rendition of Jesus—half as tall as the
Statue of Liberty and twice the size of the well-known "Christ
of the Andes" in South America. The statue, which still stands
in Eureka Springs, weighs 340 tons; the face is fifteen feet high,
and the hands are seven feet long. Smith thought it was more
beautiful than the sculpture of Michelangelo and predicted
that it would last a thousand years. Art critics were less generous; one compared it to a milk carton with a tennis ball stuck
on top and characterized it as "ugliness and sham."^2
In 1968 Smith began staging a Passion Play in an
amphitheater carved into the side of a mountain outside Eureka Springs. Performed on a four-hundred-foot street of Old
Jerusalem, it includes 150 actors and actresses nightly, illuminated by powerful colored spotlights, miming a script broadcast over a stereophonic system. The cast includes live sheep,
goats, donkeys, Arabian horses, pigeons, and camels. The twohour play drew more than 28,000 spectators the first year in a
3,000-seat theater. By 1975 the theater expanded to a capaci-

m

Smith was buried at the feet of the "Christ of the Ozarks,"
an appropriately gaudy memorial. He went to his grave unrepentant. His Sacred Projects represented only an alteration in
direction, not a change of heart or a renunciation ofJew-baiting. Through the last four decades of his life he had continued
to publish The Cross and the Tlag and write inflammatory
tracts. His Sacred Projects had brought him a veneer of
respectability but not peace of mind, and at his death he was
stfll consumed by hatred and bitterness. The Arkansas Gazette
concluded his obituary with these words: "To have the power
to touch men's hearts with glory or with bigotry, and to choose
the latter, is a saddening thing."^^ M
| <(
Author's note: I would like to thank my former .student Charles Malecki for his
significant assistance on this project. Charlie was a master's student at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee at the time of this writing and has written on
the anti-Vietnam War movement on the Milwaukee campus.
1 Herbert Harris, "That Third Party," Current History 45, no. 1 (October 1936), 85-86.
2 The quotes, in order, come from: William Bradford Huie, "Gerald Smith's Bid for Power,"
American Mercury 55 (August 1942), 145; Harris, "That Third Party," 85; Raleigh G. Hoover,
"America First Ropes Bison for Symbol," Detroit News, 31 August 1944; and H. L. Mencken,
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3 For Smith family background, see History of Vernon County, Wisconsin, Together with Sketches of Its Towns, Villages, and Townships... (Springfield, IL: Union Pubhshing Company, 1884),
613; Mouraine Hubler, The Battin Family Genealogy (Rockford, MN, 1981), 1-2, 43^9; and
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Doing Justice for

150 Years

T

he year 2003 marks the 150th
anniversary

of

the

Wisconsin

Supreme Court. In honor of this
important occasion, individuals

and organizations from around the state have joined

together to plan a variety of events and publications.
This issue of the Wisconsin Magazine of History
helps to begin the celebration with an article by Wisconsin Supreme Court Justice Ann Walsh Bradley
,^^ supR£^

and Attorney Joseph A.
o

'' ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ ' I ^
ISO Y E A R S

Ranney, a noted legal his-^ torian and scholar, on our
^
^
,
Supreme Court s strong

tradition of independence. An independent judiciary dispenses justice fairly, impartially, and according to the rule of law, regardless of pressure from
beautiful in the nation, is now returned to its origioutside influences. Judicial independence is the cornal glory. One of the murals in the courtroom
nerstone of our democracy and depends ultimately
depicts Judge James Duane Doty's trial of Chief
upon the courage of individual judges.
Also running in this issue is a photo essay showing
elements of the capitol restoration. The Supreme
Court Hearing Room, considered among the most
^

Oshkosh. After reading Patrick Jung's story about
Judge Doty that follows, you might consider visiting
the capitol to view this mural and to spend time
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enjoying the Supreme Court Hearing Room. This
working courtroom belongs not to the judges and
the lawyers, but to all the people of the state. We
welcome you to visit.

Editor's note: To learn more about the celebration of the Supreme Court's 150th
anniversary, visit www.courts.state.wi.us/supreme/history_supreme.htm.

—Shirley S. Abrahamson
Chief Justice
WINTER
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Artist Kenyan Cox completed four mosaics for the capitol
rotunda
symbolizing the functions of state. "Justice" is the most
unconventional composition; the figure of Justice is usually
depicted as blindfolded, holding aloft the scales of justice. Here
Justice is seated on a lion throne and stares straight ahead as she
contemplates the scales, which seem to descend from
heaven.
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Judge James Duane Doty and
Wisconsin's First Court
The Additional Court ofMichigan Territory, 1823-1836
By Patrick J. Jung

cc

W'

isconsin" as a legal entity dates
from 1836, when the name, or
variations of it, first referred officially to the Wisconsin Territory, a region of land
that includes its present-day perimeters in addition
to lands west. The region that seventeenth-century
French explorers called "Ouisconsin" had been
home to native tribes, a nucleus of fur traders, and a
growing trickle of settlers, speculators, and adventurers long before the Wisconsin Territory was

named. These people lived within the legal jurisdictions of the Northwest Territory (from 1788), Indiana Territory (1800), Illinois Territory (1809), and
Michigan Territory (1818). Each of these vast,
sparsely populated territories was administered by a
governor, a secretary, and judges appointed by the
federal government. Following the War of 1812,
which put an end to British claims and influence
over the Old Northwest, this handful of federal
appointees exercised an ever-increasing authority

court played a dual role in the lives of the native and Metis
people. As an alien form of law, it was a disruptive element in
their lives, yet it provided a legal venue to challenge the martial law that callous federal Indian agents and army officers
often imposed on fur traders and native people. T h e ability to
challenge effectively was particularly promising under the
court's first judge, J a m e s D u a n e Doty. Those Indians and
Metis who appeared before the court found in J u d g e Doty an
advocate for their rights who worked tirelessly to ensure that
they received justice.'
Doty's stance was a surprising one, and he differed greatly
from his predecessors on the frontier bench. Prior to the Additional Court, the region h a d experienced only the dimmest
influence of French, British, or American jurisprudence. From
about 1660 to 1763, French military commanders stationed in
the region acted as civil magistrates. After 1763 the British
similarly established a fleeting legal presence and appointed
only a few of the resident fur traders as justices of the peace.
T h e United States, after taking full control of the region in
1796, followed this same practice. T h e most colorful justice of
the peace was Charles Reaume of Green Bay, who served
under both Britain and the United States. Reaume's actions
demonstrated his cavalier attitude toward dispensing justice.
H e possessed books on English and French law, but he reportedly never read them and instead based his legal decisions
solely upon his convictions and the customs of the inhabitants.
During proceedings, he wore the fancy red coat that he had
received from the British, even after he accepted his appointment from the United States in 1803. H e frequently sentenced
James T. Potter

Painted around 1914 by Albert Herter, this mural of the trial of
Menominee Chief Oshkosh adorns a wall of the Wisconsin
Supreme Court Hearing Room. Chief Oshkosh (standing with his
arms crossed) and Judge James Doty (seated, right) are represented
as traditional Indian and American figures. The men surrounding
Doty and Oshkosh are the trial's jurors, most of whom were Metis
or married to Native American or Metis women.

wrongdoers to cutting his firewood, fixing his fence, and tending his garden. All fines that he assessed found their way into
his pocket, and he was known to favor litigants who provided
him with whiskey during hearings. Although his lack of formal
training and his frequentiy whimsical decisions could hardly
be considered justice, Reaume's unpretentious methods were
well suited to Green Bay's close-knit Metis community.^

over virtually all aspects of life in America's westernmost

W h e n the French regime began to take hold in 1634, small

lands: military affairs, trade, treaties, commerce, taxation,

numbers of French Canadian, and later British, fur traders

and—not least—criminal and civil law. Before "Ouisconsin"

had settled in the region and married native women. T h e new

(referred to as "Wisconsin" throughout this article) had a capi-

society that emerged from these unions, the Metis, h a d a

tol building or a university, paved roads or harbor improve-

unique culture that blended French Canadian and Indian cus-

ments, it had a federal judge who embodied the full power of

toms. By the early nineteenth century, the Great Lakes region

the government and laws of the United States.

had dozens of Metis villages varying in size from fewer than

Wisconsin acquired its first federal court in 1823 when

twenty persons to several hundred in places such as Detroit,

Congress created the Additional Court of Michigan Territory.

Mackinac Island, Green Bay, Prairie du Chien, and Milwau-

T h e court existed for thirteen years and became an important

kee. Virtually everyone in these settlements made their living

institution in the lives of the territory's inhabitants, the vast

through the fur trade, which was dominated by a network of

majority of w h o m were Indians and mixed-blood Metis of pre-

large, thoroughly interrelated Metis family groups such as the

dominantly French Canadian and Indian descent and most of

Grignons, Cadots, Vieaus, and Lawes. Their distance from the

w h o m maintained a livelihood through the fur trade. T h e

French, British, and American centers of power at places such
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as Quebec, Montreal, and
Washington, D . C , meant
that the Metis were generally
self-governing in their daily
affairs.^ Complex legal systems rooted in western concepts of individual justice
were in opposition to the
communal nature of Metis
society, which favored customary institutions such as
those developed by Judge
Reaume.
The situation changed
after the War of 1812 with die
influx of American soldiers
and federal Indian agents,
THE AGEKTS OF THK U K i U.Ml'A.NV MAKING A DISTRIia'TION OF GOODS TO TtlE INDIA.NS. I ' a f f e 4 5 .
and the Metis residents realized that they needed to work
WHS, CF 5587
By the early nineteenth century, native people throughout the Great
within the more structured
Lakes region had engaged in the fur trade with Europeans and
institutions that were replacAmericans for two centuries, as depicted in this sketch that George
Catlin included in his Letters and Notes on the Manners and
ing their informal system of
Condition of the North American Indians.
justice. The first occurrence
came in 1818 after Congress declared present-day Wisconsin
for a court in their counties that had full criminal and civil
a part of Michigan Territory. The territorial government
jurisdiction. The several petitions they sent to Congress
established county courts in the three new counties it created:
between 1821 and 1823 resulted in the creation of the AddiMichilimackinac County with the county seat at Mackinac
tional Court of Michigan Territory, which had full jurisdiction
Island; Brown County with the county seat at Green Bay; and
in criminal and civil cases involving territorial and federal
Crawford County with the county seat at Prairie du Chien.
law.*
However, the county courts had limited powers and could not
The Additional Court rotated among the county seats of
try capital cases or civil cases where the sum exceeded a thouMichilimackinac, Brown, and Crawford Counties. (After 1830,
sand dollars. Important criminal and civil cases therefore had
Congress transferred the western session of the court from
to be heard before the Supreme Court of Michigan Territory,
Crawford County to Mineral Point, the county seat of Iowa
in faraway Detroit. Wisconsin's Metis residents saw the need
County, which was created due to heavy white settlement in the
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WHS Archives, D GX902/1835; graphic by Joel Heiman

Although this map of the Territories of Michigan and "Ouisconsin"
reflects a later time period than that of the Additional Court, the
distance from the settlements to far-off Detroit made justice less than
accessible. The arrow indicates the shift in the Court's location from
Prairie du Chien to Mineral Point.
lead-mining region of southwestern Wisconsin.) President James

familiar with both societies because his earlier residence at

Monroe appointed twenty-three-year-old Detroit lawyer James

Detroit had acclimated him to the cultures of the Great Lakes

D. Doty as the judge of the Additional Court in February 1823.

Indians and their Metis neighbors. His views concerning Indian

Doty had arrived in Detroit five years earlier from his home in

societies were particularly progressive for his day. Most white

upstate New York and become the clerk of the territorial

Americans in the early nineteenth century considered Indians

supreme court. There he caught the attention of Lewis Cass, the

"savages" who had not attained the high degree of "civilization"

governor of Michigan Territory, who lobbied President Monroe

that characterized white society, but Doty believed that Indian

for Doty's appointment as the judge of the Additional Court.

communities had their own systems of law that had to be

Doty was a wise choice, for he had accompanied Cass on his

respected. He asserted that since Indians were not recognized

famous expedition around the upper Great Lakes in 1820 and

members of American society, they should not be subject to its

was familiar with the territory and its inhabitants. For Doty, the

laws. He believed that subjecting Indians to American law

appointment brought an immense amount of responsibility and

would be "tyrannical and unjust" and that to "compel [the Indi-

prestige, and it paved the way to what would be an impressive

an] to submit to regulations of which it is impossible he should

career as a land speculator, territorial governor, and member of

know anything" would be akin to "punishing the blind because

Congress.^

he cannot see, or the deaf that he does not hear."^

In addition to the Metis, Indians of various Algonquian- and

Doty's reluctance to interfere in Indian affairs was stymied by

Siouan-speaking tribes populated Doty's jurisdiction. Doty was

the fact that federal laws held Indians accountable for certain
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crimes despite the fact those same laws did not Jfldidn
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P^^ ^^^ ^^^"^ cultures. The jurors' decision
reflected that understanding. They told Doty

officers often flagrantly that Oshkosh and his accomplices were guilty,
but because they had committed the crime in
disregarded the civil accordance with their tribal customs, malice
aforethought could not be presumed. The
rights of the Metis and jurors
believed that this reduced the charge to
manslaughter,
but because they were unfaAmerican fur traders.

izens. An example is the case of Chief
Oshkosh of the Menominees, who appeared
before the Additional Court in 1830 to answer
to a charge of murder. Oshkosh and two other
Menominees stabbed and killed O-ke-wa (or
Antoine, as he was also known), an Indian
slave identified as a Pawnee who had lived
since childhood with a Metis family at Green Bay. Indian slavery
in the Great Lakes was an institution that had emerged under the
French. By 1830 Green Bay contained about a dozen Indian
slaves, most of whom came from western tribes such as the Osage,
Mandan, and Pawnee. Both Indian and Metis owners regarded
Indian slaves as having few or no rights, and by Menominee custom a slave's life could be taken for killing a Menominee regardless of the circumstances. While hunting one evening, O-ke-wa
accidentally shot and killed a Menominee; he returned the body
to the tribe, hoping to receive mercy and forgiveness. In a fit of
rage, Oshkosh and two other Menominees, Shawpetuck and
Amable, held O-ke-wa under water and stabbed him to death.
When the three men later appeared before the court, they
refused court-appointed counsel and refused to enter a
plea. Judge Doty entered a plea of not guilty for the
three men and asked the jury to consider the evidence
and render a judgment.'
The history of the trial reveals that Doty went to
great lengths to assure a fair hearing for the men
before him. Juries in the Additional Court were also
sympathetic, for while they did not include Indians,
they did include fur traders, many of whom were
Metis and all of whom were intimately familiar with
Indian customs. Of the twelve jurors at Oshkosh's
trial, two brothers, Jean Baptiste Grignon and
Amable Grignon, can definitely be identified as
Metis. Many men at Green Bay, regaidless oi
their ancestry, married Native Ameiican
and Metis women. Four of the jurois
Jean Baptiste Grignon, Richard Pricket,
Pierre
Chalifoux,
and
Dominique Brunette—had Native
American or Metis wives. Even
jurors such as Daniel Whitney,
who was not connected to the
Indians by marriage or ancestry, were involved with the
fur trade, which required an
understanding of native peo^

miliar with the law in such cases, they asked
Doty to render the final verdict. Doty believed that it would have
been unjust to undermine tribal customs by uncritically applying
white men's laws to Indians. No American citizen had been
harmed and the murder had occurred on Indian lands, so technically no federal or territorial statutes had been violated. Doty
acquitted Oshkosh and his codefendants.^
In several important trials, Indians stood accused of crimes
against fur traders, and in such instances juries dominated by fur
traders were not so understanding. Yet even in these situations
Judge Doty ensured that all Indians tried in his court received fair
hearings, even though it was often impolitic to do so.
This was certainly the case several years before
Chief Oshkosh's trial when the leaders of the
short-lived affair known as the Winnebago
Uprising were tried for the murders of seven
Metis, a white man, and a black slave in southwestern Wisconsin in 1826 and 1827. The U.S.
Army arrested eight Ho-Chunk (called Winnebagos by white settlers at the time) for the murders,
including the leader, Wanuk-chouti, or Red Bird,
who died in jail while awaiting trial. The prosecuting
attorney dropped the charges against five of the
defendants because the evidence against them was
scant, but he proceeded against the remaining
two prisoners.^
The two Ho-Chunk men, Wa-ni-ga
and Chic-hong-sic, had been with
Wanuk-chouti when he murdered
two Metis settlers near Prairie du
Chien. Violence among Indians,
To understand Metis culture, it was
necessary to understand that the
native peoples living in the Great
Lakes region represented many
cultures and traditions, including
those of the Ojibwe. Caa-Tou-See,
an Ojibwe, was one of many native
people sketched and painted
in 1827.
Thomas L. McKenney, Sketches of a Tour of
the Lakes . . . 1827
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whites, and Metis was hardly uncommon in
the region, but whereas most acts of violence
occurred due to personal quarrels and family feuds, this violence was especially bloody,
and the dead and wounded were random
victims of Red Bird's tactical actions. Wa-niga and Chic-hong-sic simply had the misfortune of being with Wanuk-chouti at the time.
During their trial at Prairie du Chien in
1828, it became evident that neither Wa-niga nor Chic-hong-sic had committed murder. Moreover, both men had tried to
dissuade Wanuk-chouti from committing the
acts. However, both white and Metis inhabitants of the region had been shocked by the
killings and had little interest in extending
leniency to the two men. Doty was undoubtedly aware of these sentiments, and he tried,
unsuccessfully, to move the proceedings
away from Prairie du Chien in order to
ensure the two Ho-Chink men a trial far
from the inhabitants of the region. Not surprisingly, after deliberating only forty-five
minutes, the jury came back with a guilty
verdict. Because the two men had been
found guilty of a capital crime. Doty had no
choice but to enforce the law and sentence
them to death by hanging. Still, this was not
the end of the matter. The lawyer for the two
condemned men filed a motion for a new
trial because he believed that the jury had
arrived at the verdict despite a weight of evidence to the contrary. Judge Doty agreed,
and he suspended the execution of their sentences. There is evidence that Doty intervened to help the two Ho-Chunk receive the
pardon that President John Quincy Adams
granted them in November 1828.'°
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Thanks in large part to Doty, the two Ho-Chunk followers of Wanukchouti, or Red Bird, who were convicted of murder were pardoned.
President John Quincy Adams and Secretary of State Henry Clay
signed the pardon, dated November 3, 1828.

Doty continued to fight for Indians in the
Additional Court even after he was no longer
judge. He failed to regain appointment to the Additional Court in
1832 and was replaced by a Virginian, David Irvin. Shortly after
Irvin assumed the judgeship, the Black Hawk War erupted. The
outcome of the war proved to be a replay of the Winnebago
Uprising five years earlier. The army arrested seven Ho-Chunk
for allegedly murdering several white settlers in the lead-mining
region southeast of Prairie du Chien. After their arrest, the seven
men languished in the jail at Fort Winnebago for a year and a half
WINTER
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without being charged with any crime. By then Doty had established a private law practice, and he enthusiastically took up their
case. He began by having a county judge issue a writ of habeas
corpus so that the men could be released from their long and illegal confinement. As he had done during the trial of Wa-ni-ga and
Chic-hong-sic, Doty attempted to move the trial—this time from
the Additional Court's new location at Mineral Point. However,
his efforts soon proved unnecessary. The prosecuting attorney

M
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could not find any white or Metis residents who had witnessed the

under his jurisdiction, the custom of country marriages quickly

crimes. No one was even sure if Ho-Chunk people had commit-

died out as men sought permanent unions with Indian and Metis

ted the murders, and no members of the Ho-Chunk community

women. Ebenezer Childs, a Massachusetts Yankee who had

were willing to come forward to testify. Although the prosecuting

arrived in Green Bay in 1820, was one of the men indicted for this

attorney presented indictments against the seven men in 1833,

crime. As he noted, "We all thought at the time that Judge Doty

the case never came to trial, and in 1837 he dropped all

was rather hard in breaking in rough shod, as he did,
upon our [marriage] arrangements; but we had to

charges against the Indians.^^

submit, and make the best we could of the mat-

Trials involving Metis defendants tended to

ter. "13
Whatever enmity Doty created with his

be less dramatic, but several cases in particular
disrupted the very fabric of Metis society.
One of Doty's first priorities upon assuming

crusade against country marriages he more

his judgeship was addressing Metis mar-

than made up for by securing justice for the

riage customs, which were an amalgam of

Metis and the small number of newly

French Canadian and Indian practices

arrived American fur traders from the

that revolved around the exigencies of the

East, all of whom had lived under a system

fur trade. The most important of these

of martial law in the years after the War of

practices was known as h &gon du p^ys

1812. Prior to the Additional Court, army

("the custom of the country"), by which fur

officers and federal Indian agents in the

traders entered into short-term contractual

region had enforced the trade and inter-

marriages with Indian or Metis women

course laws, which required all fur traders

without the benefit of clergy. These "coun-

to have licenses issued by the federal gov-

try marriages" could be dissolved by the

ernment, through an Indian agent. The

mutual consent of both parties. By territo-

WHi(X3)46657; l^ws also forbade fur traders from giving

rial law, such unions were illegal and pun-

Courtesy of the Neville Public Museum of Brown County ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^it I n d i a n s . A failure tO abide b y

ishable in court as acts of "fornication" and
"illicit cohabitation." Doty arrived for his
term in Prairie du Chien in May 1824 and

This portrait of Governor fames Duane Doty
was taken from a miniature. Doty served as
governor of the Wisconsin Territory from.
1841 to 1844.

heard three cases that involved country

^^^^^ regulations meant that a trader could
lose his license and even be arrested. In
their zeal to uphold the laws, Indian agents
and army officers often flagrantly disre-

marriages. All the men who appeared before the court pled guilty

garded the civil rights of the Metis and American fur traders at

and paid five-dollar fines, which would be about $65 today. ^^

Mackinac Island, Green Bay, and Prairie du Chien. Federal

Soon thereafter, at Green Bay, the prosecution of this crime

troops searched packs of goods and cabins without warrants or

became something of a high comedy. When Doty arrived there in

reasonable cause. In some cases, traders even had their cabins

October 1824, the prosecuting attorney had indicted twenty-eight

demolished by soldiers because local commanders had heard

men for participating in country marriages. So many men were

rumors that they had supplied whiskey to the Indians. At Green

indicted for the crime that one man acted as a witness before the

Bay, sentries fired upon traders traveling by canoe on the Fox

grand jury in eighteen of the cases, was on the petit jury for anoth-

River if they did not stop at the local fort to state their business.

er, and was later tried for the crime himself Most of the indicted

One observer at Prairie du Chien noted in 1824 that many of the

men were Metis, but a few were American settlers from the East

Indian agents and army officers "consider the people . . . as pos-

who had adopted the custom soon after their arrival in Wiscon-

sessed of no rights, either political or civil . . . there is no law but

sin. The majority of the indicted men simply pled guilty, and

their word."^*

Doty gave them fifty-dollar fines, or about $650 today. However,

Indeed, the residents of the territory had only a few generally

he was not ignorant of the local nuptial conventions, and his sub-

ineffective means at their disposal to challenge hostile federal offi-

sequent actions demonstrated his desire to balance the enforce-

cials before 1823. The only legal venues were justices of the peace

ment of the law with respect for Metis customs. He promised the

and the county courts, but these were so limited in their powers

men that he would lower their fines to just one dollar if they pro-

that the inhabitants used them only to recover small debts and

duced marriage certificates before the end of the court term.

receive compensation for petty thefts committed by soldiers. For

Fourteen of those indicted did so, and Doty subsequently reduced

more serious civil cases, traders could bring suit in the Supreme

their fines. Doty got his point across, and throughout the counties

Court of Michigan Territory at Detroit, but the journey to
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established Fort Winnebago at the portage connecting the Fox
Detroit was long and expensive, and there was no guarantee that
and Wisconsin Rivers in present-day Columbia County, and the
the plaintifTs would win their cases or even have them tried. This
commandant, Major David E. Twiggs, believed that Whitney
changed after Judge Doty arrived in 1823. Doty distrusted both
was violating the law by trespassing on Indian lands. Twiggs sent
the U.S. Army and the Indian Department, and he loathed the
notice to Joseph Street, the Indian agent at Prairie du Chien, and
arbitrary justice they dispensed. Moreover, he was good friends
Street's subagent, John Marsh, took a party of soldiers up the
with John Jacob Astor, Ramsay Crooks, and Robert Stuart, the
Wisconsin River and broke up Whitney's
principal officers of the American Fur Comcamp. Whitney initiated a suit against Twigpany. Almost all of the fur traders in the
gs, Street, and Marsh, suing them for three
upper Great Lakes region worked for the
thousand dollars.'^
company, and Astor, Crooks, and Stuart
had long bristled at the indignities their
While the stage was set for a legal cause
traders suffered. In Doty, the American Fur
celebre, the entire incident ended with little
Company had an ally who ended the unopdrama. Whitney's case against Twiggs proposed reign of the army and the Indian
ceeded at Green Bay, but Doty had to disDepartment.'^
miss it since Whitney could not prove that
Twiggs had given any orders to break up his
The first case occurred at Green Bay in
camp. Meanwhile the case against Street
1825, when Captain WiUiam G. Belknap
and Marsh worked its way through the
assaulted an American trader named John
Additional Court at Prairie du Chien.
P. Arndt and his hired man, Isaac Rouse, for
Although it is not exactly clear why Whitney
trespassing upon lands near Fort Howard,
dropped the case, there was probably a lack
the military post at Green Bay. In order to
WHi(X3)29318 of evidence against the two Indian agents.
keep whiskey vendors away, the post comChief Oshkosh in 1850, twenty year^ after
mandant, Major WilHam Whistler, had
Doty acquitted the /Menominee chief of Not to be outdone, Major Twiggs countered
by initiating a criminal suit against Whitney
issued an order that forbade the landing of
murder.
and his men for trespassing on Indian lands. He brought the
boats near the fort by civilians. Arndt had a license to operate a
charges against Whitney in the territorial supreme court at
ferry across the Fox River, but as the officer of the day, Belknap
Detroit rather than the Additional Court because he knew Doty's
ordered his guards to arrest Rouse when he landed the ferry on
sentiments regarding army officers and Indian agents. However,
the opposite shore near the fort. A bit later Arndt arrived in a
the
case against Whitney was riddled with legal weaknesses, and
canoe and was also arrested. Arndt and Rouse filed charges for
the prosecuting attorney in Detroit withdrew the case.'^
assault and false imprisonment against Belknap and Whistler.
The charges against Whistler were later dropped, but a jury found
Other cases against federal officials met with more success.
Belknap guilty on both counts. This should not have surprised
About the same time that the army destroyed Whitney's camp, a
Belknap, for the jury that heard his case was dominated by Metis
Metis trader from Prairie du Chien named Jean Brunet led a simfur traders, many of whom had had similar experiences with the
ilar logging expedition on the upper Mississippi. Upon hearing of
local soldiers. Belknap requested that the judgment be overturned
it, Indian agent Joseph Street notified the commandant at Fort
since the offense had occurred on military property. Doty, howCrawford, Major Stephen Watts Kearny, that Brunet had not yet
ever, ruled that the lands adjacent to the fort were public lands,
been naturalized as an American citizen and that he was tresand he fined Belknap one hundred dollars. The territorial goverpassing upon U.S-protected Indian lands. A party of soldiers
nor later granted Belknap a remission and rescinded his fine, but
went into Brunet's lumber camp, arrested his men, and confiscatBelknap and the other officers at Fort Howard learned a valuable
ed the lumber. Brunet immediately initiated a suit against Street
lesson. They never again harassed civilians who landed boats
and Kearny for false imprisonment and sought two thousand dolnear the fort.'^
lars in damages. Street and Kearny argued that, as an alien,
Brunet should not have entered Indian country. With predictable
Army officers and Indian agents in other parts of Doty's jurisdeftness, Doty countered by stating that they still would have
diction suffered similar fates. Two cases in particular illustrate the
needed a warrant to arrest Brunet. Moreover, Doty took the posihefty fines and damage payments that Indian agents and army
tion that the Mississippi River was a public highway open to all.
officers faced in criminal and civil suits. In 1829 an American
Street, knowing that he faced an unsympathetic jury made up
trader from Green Bay named Daniel Whitney set up a lumber
mostly of Metis traders, lamented that he had "no prospect of a
camp on the upper Wisconsin River. The army had recently
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fair trial before the presiding judge . . . and littie hope that an
impartial jury can be promised at diis place," particularly since it
would be composed of "ignorant Canadian French and mixed
breed Indians, not one in 20 of whom can read or write."'^ Not
surprisingly, the jury decided in Brunet's favor and ordered Street
and Kearny to pay him $1,200 plus $125 for legal costs. In the
end, however. Street, Kearny, and even Twiggs suffered no personal financial loss. Congress decided to remunerate Twiggs for
the legal costs he incurred in his suit and reimbursed Street and
Kearny for the judgment rendered against them.2°
Of all the Indian agents and army officers tried in the Additional Court, none ever lost even a single dollar. Every one either
had the suits against them dropped or were reimbursed for their
losses. However, this did not mean that the Additional Court was
ineffective. Quite the contrary: the efforts of Metis and American
fur traders to end the era of military tyranny were overwhelmingly successful. Even when Indian agents and army officers had
the cases against them dropped or were reimbursed for their fines,
they still devoted a tremendous amount of time and energy to
fighting legal batties. This often made them reluctant to enforce
federal laws governing trade and intercourse in an abusive manner, for tiie possibility of being prosecuted or sued struck a chord
of fear in their hearts. Arbitrary justice quickly began to disappear
under the Additional Court's jurisdiction, and by 1830 such incidents had almost ceased to occur. Henry S. Baird, a lawyer who
came to the region prior to 1823, summed up tiie sentiments of
many residents when he noted that with the establishment
of tiie Additional Court, "the citizen regarded himself as
really under the protecting arm of the law, and in the
full enjoyment of his liberty and property."^'
Bringing an end to tiie era of arbitrary justice
proved to be tiie Additional Court's greatest accomplishment, altiiough this did not happen without controversy. James D. Doty had dispensed
justice as impartially as he could, but in so
doing he gained a reputation as being
biased and high-handed. He failed to
regain his appointment to the Addition
al Court in 1832, largely because tiie
As commandant of Fort
Winnebago, Major David E. Twiggs
brought charges against a trader to
the Suprem,e Court of Michigan
Territory in Detroit to avoid Doty
and the Additional Court. By the
1830s Doty had gained a reputation
for his unsym,pathetic judgm,ent of
arm,y officers and Indian agents.
WHS Archives, PH 1560
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army officers who had appeared as defendants in his court lobbied actively to have him removed. Four years later, with tiie creation of the Wisconsin Territory in 1836, the court ceased to exist.
This proved a minor setback for the ambitious and enterprising
Doty, who in 1833 won a seat in the Michigan territorial legislature. When Wisconsin became a territory Doty persuaded the legislature in Belmont to establish the capital in Madison—where, by
good fortune, he happened to own substantial real estate. Doty
went to Congress as a territorial delegate (1838-1841), served a
term as governor of Wisconsin Territory (1841-1844), and subsequently served two terms in Congress (1849-1853). Doty's longings for higher office went unfulfilled, but in 1861 President
Lincoln appointed him superintendent of Indian affairs for Utah
Territory, where he successfully concluded treaties with the
Shoshone and worked amicably with the Mormons. He died in
1865 at age sixty-six.22
With the organization of the new territory came a reorganization of the courts. The Additional Court's session at Mackinac
Island was transferred to Michigan upon tiiat state's admission to
tiie Union in 1837, and the court's sessions at Green Bay and
Mineral Point became part of the judicial machinery of Wisconsin Territory. This new court system served a population that was
now dominated by white settiers from the East and Europe rather
tiian by Indians and Metis fur traders. It was a population with
different customs, different ways of using tiie land, and different
kinds of legal problems. Thus, the creation of Wisconsin Territory presaged the passing of a time when the Additional Court
had guaranteed fair and impartial justice for Wisconsin's earliest residents.23 |K^
1 Alice Smith, James Duane Doty: Frontier Promoter (Madison: State Historical
Society of Wisconsin, 1954), 71-95; Donald Kommers, "The Emergence of Law
and Justice in Pre-Temtorial Wisconsin," American Journal of I^gal History 8
(January 1964): 30-33; James Doty, "Judge James Doty's Notes of Trials and
Opinions: 1823-1832," ed. EUzabeth Brown, American Journal of Legal History,
Part I, 9 (January 1965): 17^0; Part H, 9 (April 1965): 156-166;
Part III, 9 (July 1965): 216-233; and Part IV, 9 (October 1965):
350-362 (hereinafter cited as Doty, "Notes of Trials.")
-^ John Gibson, "Executive Journal of Indiana Territory,
1800-1816," in Indiana Historical Society Publications 3:3
(1900): 97, 110-112; Kommers, "Pre-Territorial Wisconsin,"
27-28; James Biddle, "Recollections of Green Bay, 1816-17,"
in Collections of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 31
vols. (Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin,
1855-1931), 1:59-60 (hereinafter cited as WHC); James
Lockwood, "Early Times and Events in Wisconsin," WHC,
2:105-107; Ebenezer Childs, "Recollections of Wisconsin
since 1820," WHC, 4:165-166.
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This panel from the
mural painted by
William Ash by McCloy
to commemorate the
state centennial is
located on the fourth
floor of the Wisconsin
Historical Society and
depicts many of the
people and events
that shaped Wisconsin
politics. Among those
pictured are Fighting
Bob La Follette (bottom
left), leader of
Wisconsin's Progressive
Party; Chieffustice
Edward Ryan (upper
right), whose opinions
established the right of
the state to regulate
corporations; and
Sherman Booth on his
white horse (center)
and the dramatic
rescue offoshua
Glover in Milwaukee.
Photo by Jay Salvo for
UW Law School

A Tmditicti off
The Wisconsin Supreme Court's First 150 Years
By Ann Walsh Bradley
and Joseph A. Ranney

I

n 1998 celebrations were held all over Wisconsin to mark

federal Constitution, the Wisconsin Constitution distributed

the state's sesquicentennial. Due to an oddity in the state

the state's powers among the executive, legislative, and judi-

constitution, the Wisconsin Supreme Court is celebrat-

cial branches of government.^ During the early years of state-

ing its 150th anniversary in 2003, five years after the rest

hood, Wisconsinites were uncertain about the exact balance

of the state. During its territorial period (1836-1

Wisconsin had a nisiprius court system; the
territory's three district judges spent

of powers

among

the

branches,

particularly

whether the Supreme Court had power to
declare acts of the governor and
the legislature u n c o n s t i t u t i o n -

most of their time trying cases in

al.^ T h e

their districts but met once a

court

resolved

the issue in a dramatic

year in Madison to act as a
supreme court. At state

confrontation with Gov-

hood, the Wisconsin con-

ernor William Barstow

stitutional

in 1856.* At the time

convention

decided to preserve the

there were three justices

nisi prius system for five

serving on the state's

years, but it authorized

Supreme

Court,

one

the legislature to estab-

chief justice and

two

lish a separate supreme

associate justices, all of

court after that time if it

whom had been chosen
by popular election for

wished. In 1852 the legisWHS Archives

lature created a separate
court; the first judges to
the new court were elected in early 1853.'
The court's work is

The justices of the Wisconsin Supreme Court, 1855-1859: Chief fustice
Edward V. Whiten is in the center, flanked by Abram D. Smith (left)
and Orsam,us Cole. The court's decision in the Sherman Booth case,
declaring the Fugitive Slave Act unconstitutional, created a lasting
conflict between Wisconsin and federal authorities.

not well known to most

terms of six years.
Barstow, a Democrat, was elected governor
in

1853 and ran

for

reelection in 1855. The
1855 election was very

Wisconsinites, but over the years it has fashioned a legal tradi-

close. After several weeks, the state canvassing board certified

tion of independent-mindedness that in many ways is unique

Barstow as the winner, but his Republican opponent. Coles

among American state courts. The court's 150th anniversary is

Bashford, charged that some of Barstow's votes were fraudulent.

a fitting time to consider this tradition by taking a look at cases

Bashford filed suit to estabhsh his right to the governorship.

and justices that shaped the state's history.

Tensions ran high; rival militia units supporting each of the candidates converged on Madison, and violence appeared immi-

The Bashford-Barstow Contest

nent.^ As the evidence of fraud mounted, Barstow concluded

The state's Supreme Court began demonstrating its inde-

that his only hope of retaining the governorship was to challenge

pendence almost as soon as it came into existence. Like the

the court's authority. Barstow argued that because the executive

WISCONSIN

branch was an equal of the
court, it was the final judge
of the qualifications of its
own members and the court
had no power to overrule it.
The court firmly rejected
Barstow's argument, carefully cloaking its decision in
conservative language to
prevent the appearance of
an overextension of its
power. Chiefjustice Edward
Whiton stated that "the
court . . . is the mere instrument provided by the [Wisconsin] constitution to
ascertain and enforce rights
as fixed by that instrument,"
but he affirmed that the
court had the power to
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of the Wisconsin Supreme
Court for a writ of habeas
corpus releasing Booth.'° In
addition to making arguments previously rejected by
the United States Supreme
Court and several northern
state courts (for example,
that Congress had no power
to require northern citizens
to arrest fugitive slaves and
that the 1850 law denied
slaves the right to trial by
jury)," Paine presented an
WHS Archives, Name File
WHi(X3)46860 argument against the 1850

Leii: William A. Barstow. The Wisconsin Supreme Court set aside Democratic Governor Barstow's certificate of election and awarded the 1855
election to Republican Coles Bashford, thereby establishing its
independence from its beginning. Right Byron Paine was Wisconsin's
first great civil rights advocate. He was Sherman Booth's innovative
lawyer in 1854 and served as a justice on the Wisconsin Supreme Court
from 1859 to 1864.

determine who was the
rightful governor: "Although the office is of high dignity and
importance, it is still an office created by the constitution."^ Justice Orsamus Cole explained that under the constitution, "th[e]
entire judicial power is vested in the courts, without limitation or
restriction. . . . We are now considering what means the constitution has provided for its own preservation. For if it has not
those means . . . it is hardly worth spending any breath upon."'
Public opinion sided with the court: Barstow saw that his cause
was hopeless and gave up resistance. The court's position as final
arbiter of the law was never challenged again.
The Booth Case and the Fugitive Slave Act
Shordy before the Civil War, the court became a center of
controversy in the national debate over slavery. In 1850 Congress enacted a law that required northern states to aid in returning escaped slaves to their masters.^ The Fugitive Slave Act was
reviled throughout the North, but northern state courts consistendy, if reluctantiy, held that the act did not violate the United
States Constitution.3 Such state of affairs lasted until 1854, when
Wisconsin became the first and only state to declare the Fugitive
Slave Act unconstitutional.
In March 1854 federal marshals captured a fugitive named
Joshua Glover in Racine. Before they could return him to his
master in Missouri, Sherman Booth of Milwaukee, the state's
leading abolitionist, helped Glover break out of jail and escape
to Canada and freedom. Federal authorities then arrested
Booth. His lawyer, Byron Paine, applied to Justice Abram Smith
^

OF

law that no one had tried
before: he claimed it violated Wisconsin's state sovereignty. He argued that
Wisconsin was not bound to
follow the decisions of other
states when its own notions ofjustice were different.'^
Much to Paine's—and the nation's—surprise. Justice Smith
agreed and held that the 1850 Fugitive Slave Law was unconstitutional. Smith denounced the law as "a wicked and cruel enactment" and warned that "increase of influence . . . on the part of
the federal government naturally leads to consolidation [and]
consolidation to despotism."'^ Smith's decision triggered a conflict between Wisconsin and federal authorities that did not end
until after the Civil War. Most Wisconsinites sided with Smith:
federal authorities were effectively rendered powerless to
enforce the Fugitive Slave Act in Wisconsin, and moderates who
counseled that federal law should be changed through the political process rather than judicial defiance were consistentiy
defeated for election between 1854 and I860.'*

In 1859 the fugitive slave crisis in Wisconsin came to a head.
In a decision written by Chiefjustice Roger B. Taney, the United States Supreme Court reversed Smith's decision.'^ When
Taney sent a copy of his opinion to the Wisconsin Supreme
Court, the Wisconsin court defied the High Court by refusing to
file the opinion in its records.'^ But newly appointed Wisconsin
Chiefjustice Luther S. Dixon, who disagreed with his colleagues' decision, sounded a judicial note of caution for the first
time. Dixon took pains to make clear that he personally opposed
the Fugitive Slave Act and believed it unconstitutional, but he
argued that Wisconsin must nonetheless defer to the federal
High Court. Dixon warned that his colleagues' action would
"place it in the power of any one state, beyond all peaceful remWINTER
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roads "are the most marvelous invention of modern times" and
"have done more [to] promote the general comfort and prosperity of the country, than any other" and therefore, government could not perform its function of advancing the public
welfare unless it were allowed to
support railroads.2^ Most other
American courts disagreed with
Dixon, and some of them explicitiy
criticized his and Cole's decision.
In 1874, in response to growing
complaints about high freight rates,
the state legislature enacted the
Potter Law, which regulated rates
and created a commission empowered to investigate railroad practices. 2* Wisconsin's
railroads
prompdy challenged the law, arguing that they had received corporate charters from the legislature
and that the new law was unconstitutional because it impaired their
charter rights.2^ The railroads
appeared to have a strong case: fifty
years before, the United States
Supreme Court had taken the same
position in the case oi Dartmouth
WHS Archives, Name File College V. Woodward. 2^ But in the
Luther S. Dixon served as chief justice from 1859 to 1874. Potter Law case (1874),2' ChiefjusA staunch federalist and judicial conservative, Dixon
tice Edward Ryan rejected the corTaming the Railroads
sought to limit the ability of cities and towns to subsidize
porations' challenge.
railroads.
After the war, Wisconsin, like
Ryan
stated
that
the
Dartmouth
College case did not apply
much of the rest of the United States, moved into a new indusin Wisconsin because Wisconsin's constitution, unlike the federtrial age. Large corporations came to dominate the business
al constitution, reserved for the legislature the right to change
scene, and none of them were more prominent in the public eye
corporate charters. Ryan went further: he warned that depriving
than railroads. Wisconsin communities offered the railroads lavthe state of the right to regulate would "establish great corporaish financial aid in order to obtain rail service, and many comtions as independent powers within the states, a sort of imperia
munities drove themselves perilously close to insolvency in the
in
imperils [empire within an empire]." To the railroads' charge
process.'^
that the Potter Law was "communism," Ryan retorted: "These
Wisconsinites were divided on the issue of corporate growth,
wild
terms are as applicable to a statute limiting the rates of toll
and the Wisconsin Supreme Court reflected that division. The
on railroads, as the term murder is to the surgeon's wholesome
court interpreted corporate charters broadly to permit a wide
use
of the knife, to save life, not to take it."28
range of business activities,^^ but unlike courts in many states, in

edy, to arrest the execution of the laws of the entire Union, and
to break down and destroy at pleasure every barrier created and
right given by the Constitution.""
Dixon's dissent added a new element to the debate: many
Wisconsinites who were willing to
defy local federal officials in order
to demonstrate their hatred of slavery hesitated at extending that defiance to a decision of the nation's
highest court. Dixon's 1860 campaign for reelection to the court
became a referendum on the issue,
and his narrow reelection signaled
the beginning of the end of the
states rights movement in Wisconsin.'^ Byron Paine, however, who
was elected to the court in 1859,
consistently defended Wisconsin
against what he perceived to be
undue expansions of federal power.
Paine argued that the Wisconsin
court was the equal of the United
States Supreme Court and did not
have to defer to the latter's decisions. This attitude lingered in the
Wisconsin court's decisions for
many years after the Civil War.

1871 it tried to limit the power of cities and towns to subsidize
railroads. 2' The court was sharply divided. Chiefjustice Dixon
and Justice Orsamus Cole held that local governments could
give financial support only to government-owned or -controlled
corporations (for example, municipal power companies and
streetcar lines). "Thus far shall thou go," said Dixon, "but no
further. "22 Justice Byron Paine dissented: he argued that railWINTER
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Ryan's opinion established beyond all doubt that the legislature had broad power to regulate corporations. During the Progressive era (1900-1915) the Wisconsin Supreme Court, unlike
many federal courts and other state courts, refused in most cases
to use the Dartmouth College contract impairment doctrine to
check reform. In so doing, the court was influenced heavily by
the Potter Law case.23
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The Court and the Progressive Era
Many people believe Wisconsin had its golden age during
the administration of Governor Robert M. La Follette
(1901-1906) and his Progressive successors at the beginning of
the twentieth century. Wisconsin enacted many far-reaching
reforms during this period, including the new railroad commission with its increased powers (1903), a merit-based civfl
service system (1905), the state's first law regulating pubfic utilities (1907), the nation's first industrial safety commission
(1911), one of the nation's first workers' compensation laws
(1911), and a modern tax system that relied mainly on an
inheritance tax (1906) and a state income tax (1911).^°
The important role the Wisconsin Supreme Court played in
the Progressive era is much less well known. Most of Wisconsin's major reforms were challenged in the court, and these
challenges came at a time when the United States Supreme
Court and courts in many other states were invoking a doctrine
known as "substantive due process" to strike down reform laws
as infringements of corporations' property and contract
rights.^' Thanks mainly to the efforts of Chiefjustice John
Winslow, the Wisconsin Supreme Court declined to follow that
path.
In 1907, when Winslow became chiefjustice, reformers in
Wisconsin and in many other states had been complaining
about the courts for some time. Between 1909 and 1915
Winslow wrote a series of articles and gave many speeches to
explain what he viewed as the court's proper role in an era of
reform. Winslow recognized that "the imperious and complex
problems of great cities and crowded populations have come
suddenly upon a people whose fundamental law [the state
constitution] was designed for a rural or semi-rural state," and
he reassured Wisconsinites that the court was sensitive to this
fact. But he also reminded the court's critics that "judges are
sworn to protect and support both the federal and state constitutions as they are, not as they would like to see them."^2
Winslow's leading intellectual adversary on the court was
Justice Roujet D. Marshall, who had been closely affiliated
with Wisconsin's lumber interests before joining the court and
who took a more conservative view of constitutional interpretation than did Winslow. Marshall was not completely inflexible: he befieved that although the scope of protection the
constitution gave to liberty and property was unchanging, the
exact liberty and property rights that the constitution could be
used to protect would change with time and technology.^^
MarshaU persuaded his coUeagues to strike down some relatively minor reform laws that clearly were defective,^* but for
the most part the court heeded Winslow's counsel: aU of the
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Chief fustice fohn B. Winslow speaking in Madison onfuly 4,
1910. A proponent of a flexible approach to interpreting
constitutional provisions, Winslow played a key role in
Wisconsin's Progressive movement.

major reforms of the Progressive era survived intact.^^
The debate between the two justices came to a head in
1911 when the court upheld Wisconsin's recentiy enacted
workers' compensation law. Winslow again argued that courts
must interpret constitutional provisions flexibly, taking into
account changing social and economic conditions. In his most
famous phrase, he stated that failure to do so would "command the race to halt in its progress [and] stretch the state
upon a veritable bed of Procrustes."^^ This was too much for
MarshaU, who repfied that "if the constitution is to efliciently
WINTER
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fustice Roujet D. Marshall was fohn B. Winslow's primary
adversary on the court.

endure, the idea that it is capable of being re-squared from
time to time . . . must be combated whenever and wherever
advanced."^'
Law in an Age of Institutions
Another great intellectual rivalry developed in the 1930s
between Chiefjustice Marvin Rosenberry and Justice Edward
Fairchild, this time over the role that government agencies,
unions, and other emerging institutions should play in the lives
of Wisconsinites. When Rosenberry joined the court in 1916, the
trend in state and federal government was to turn over more and
more of the daily business of government to administrative
agencies. Many American courts were resisting this trend; they
reasoned that legislatures could not delegate their policy-making
powers to agencies or anyone else. Rosenberry began his political career as a conservative in the mold ofJustice Marshall, but
shordy after he joined the court he began to question the court's
WINTER
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antidelegation rule.^^ During his first ten years on the court,
Rosenberry tried to work out a general rule of how much power
could be turned over to agencies. He eventually concluded that
courts should openly recognize agencies as a new part of government that was more than a mere arm of the legislature.
Rosenberry concluded that agencies were essential to modern
life, and he asked: "Would it not be wiser to recognize this fact,
to give it a place in our legal system, . . . to the end that it may
not become . . . a source of tyranny and oppression?"^^ In the
famous 1928 case ofSfafe exrel Inspection Bureau v. Whitman
he persuaded his colleagues to adopt this theory that agencies
played a critical role in modern life.*" Wisconsin was the flrst
state in the nation to adopt the theory, which eventually became
a cornerstone of modern administrative law.
During the Great Depression of the 1930s the legislature
tried several experimental laws to relieve the suffering taking
place in the state. Several of these tested to the limit Rosenber-
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unions, management, and
workers each had separate and
distinct interests. Rosenberry
believed the legislature had the
right, if it wished, to enact laws
favoring unions at the expense
of employers and even of union
workers who opposed a particular union. Fairchild disagreed:
he was concerned that such
government support of unions
over employers and anti-union
workers in a labor contest could
lead to unintended consequences such as employer-dominated unions.*^ He consistently
emphasized that "the nature of
the controversy is one in which
the court and law . . . can have
no interest other than to preserve the equality of each conWHi(X2)i2454 tender before the law."**
chief fustice Marvin B. Rosenberry, known as the "apostle of
Fairchild's view prevailed; in
administrative law, "joined the court as a justice in 1916 and served
1939 the legislature repealed
as chief justice from 1929 to 1950.
earlier laws that it felt favored
unions unduly and enacted a new law reducing the state's role
ry's new doctrine of administrative power. Fairchild, who joined
in labor disputes and trying to ensure that unions and employthe court in 1929, challenged Rosenberry on several occasions
ers would compete on an equal footing for the support of
when these laws came before the court for review. For example,
employees.*^
the two justices clashed over a 1931 law that permitted the state
banking commission to postpone payments to the depositors of
an insolvent bank while the bank was being reorganized.
Fairchild worried that this would open the door to wholesale
impairment of depositors' contract rights; Rosenberry was not
concerned because he felt the only alternative was to close the
bank, in which case the depositors would probably lose most of
their money anyway.*' The two justices also clashed over laws
allowing the state to assess costs of regulatory programs and
impose wage guidelines on industries selected for special regulation and assistance during the Depression. Rosenberry believed
these laws were well within the legislature's general regulatory
powers and that such powers could be delegated to agencies;
Fairchild objected that it was not government's place to tax certain industries selectively or to impose wage standards without
advance notice.^2
The 1930s was also a time of important developments in
labor relations, and Rosenberry and Fairchild again promoted
competing visions of the state's proper role in this area. Both
justices viewed labor relations as a three-cornered affair:

Ti

I he episodes described in this article are prime examples
of the Wisconsin Supreme Court's long tradition of
legal innovation and reform. They also illustrate the
trait that distinguishes Wisconsin from many other states with a
reform tradition: namely, Wisconsin's continuing restiveness.
Alone among the states, Wisconsin refused to accept the 1850
Fugitive Slave Act. In 1874 the court not only rejected the railroads' argument that the state could not regulate them, but it did
so in terms strong enough to lay the beginnings of a legal foundation for the later Progressive movement. In the 1920s and
1930s Wisconsin was a leader in giving unions greater rights, but
the court's subsequent debate as to how far such rights should go
led to equally innovative limits on union activity. The court has
led the way with respect to many reforms but has refused to
adopt others too quickly. In the words of Chiefjustice Ryan, the
court has "trust[ed] nothing to concession, nothing to time,
nothing to Providence" in its effort to create a legal system for
Wisconsinites that guarantees both order and justice. IM<(
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WHERE JUSTICE
MAKES ITS HOME
Captions by Jonathan

Kasparek

A

rchitect George B. Post designed the Wisconsin capitol
as a monument to democracy. He insisted on the best
materials and artists and fretted that its future caretakers would not have the proper architectural sensibilities
and tastes. The building was not exactiy misused in subsequent
years, but changes were made that challenged Post's vision. Offices
were remodeled to include acoustical tile ceilings and fluorescent
lights; original colors and decorative patterns were painted over.
Beginning in 1989 the state began a massive twelve-year effort to
restore public areas of the capitol to their original appearance. The
East Wing was the last phase of the restoration, and when it opened
again in the fall of 2001, visitors for the first time in decades could
see the capitol as it was meant to be.

Left: Often compared to
its counterpart in
Washington, D.C,
Wisconsin's capitol dome
is intentionally slightly shorter.
By the time the capitol
was completed in 1917,
classical design was falling
from favor; most state
capitals constructed later
were more modem looking,
but few exhibited the
grandeur and confidence
in government that so
inspired the Progressive Era.
Nels Akerlund

Between 1998 and 2001 the
Supreme Court Hearing Room
was carefully restored to
its original appearance.
Conservators cleaned and
revarnished the murals,
and carpenters refinished
the justices' bench, installing
new electrical outlets. The
room, is perhaps the most
imposing in the capitol,
aptly symbolizing the Supreme
Court's duty to protect
Wisconsin's laws and
constitution.
Nels Akerlund

WHI(X3)2696

WHI(X3)2064
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Opposite, top left: In February 1904 a gas jet in the assembly post
office started a fire, which quickly spread through the woodtimbered building. Repairs to the university water tank and
bitterly cold weather hindered efforts to put out the blaze until
the building was almost completely gutted. Ironically, a
commission had already been formed to discuss replacing or
expanding the crowded building, and the fire assured that
the legislature would commission a new—and thoroughly
fireproof—capitol. Fifteen-year-oldfoseph livermore took this
photo at four A.M. with a pocket camera; he later
sold prints for five cents each.

Opposite, bottom: lakes Mendota and Monona were completely
frozen when the capitol burned, makinglocal efforts to
combat the blaze impossible. While waiting for water to arrive
from Milwaukee, Governor Robert M. la Follette directed
efforts to save state records, books from the law library,
and the battle flags of Wisconsin Civil War regiments.
Tragically, many invaluable papers and artifacts
were lost. In the East Wing, pictured here, the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction's office was a ruin.

Top: In 1906 the Capitol Commission selected New York architect
George B. Post's design for the new capitol. Post's design
incorporated elements conventional to large public buildings
of the time, including classically inspired wings and dome.
Post had vast experience with this kind of project, including
his Manufactures and liberal Arts building at the
1893 Columbian Exposition and his 1903 New York
Stock Exchange building.

Left: The central portion of the capitol actually consists of
two domes, one inside the other. The skeleton of the inner
dome nests within the steel beams of the drum of the
outer dome. Edwin Blashfield's mural Resources of Wisconsin
now hangs just above the opening, or oculus, of the inner dome,
which is visible here in the top center of the construction.

WHI(X3)29043
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Above: New York artist Albert Herter painted the
four murals for the Supreme Court Hearing
Room depicting the evolution of law: The
Appeal of the Legionary to Caesar Augustus,
The Signing of the Magna Carta, The Signing of
the American Constitution, and The Trial of
Chief Oshkosh. By 1998 the murals had suffered minor damage from previous attempts at
cleaning and repair. Art consultants (like the
one pictured here touching up the figure of
Judge James Duane Doty) repaired and
revarnished the panels.

Right: During the 1960s much of the capitol
interior was obscured by "modernizations." In
many rooms, dropped ceilings containing
fluorescent light fixtures covered original cove
ceilings. Here plasterers recreate ceiling coves
using techniques that were used during the
building's original construction.
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New York decorating firm Mack,
Jenny and Tyler decorated the
ceiling using elaborate stencils
and freehand painting befitting
the importance of the room where
members of the high court
discuss legal cases. During the
restoration and rehabilitation, art
consultants, like the one pictured
here working on the Seal of the
Supreme Court ceiling panel,
determined the original colors
and restored the ceiling to its
original appearance.

In keeping with Post's classical
design, decorators included
many images from ancient
Greece and Rome. Here a
conservator repaints a fasces,
a Roman symbol of law and
authority, on the ceiling of the
Supreme Court conference
room. The paintbrush, in the
conservator's left hand, is
obscured by a wandlike tool in
her right hand that keeps her
hand steady as she paints.

Wisconsin Supreme Court
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Above: Architect Post used a number
ofprominent New York artists in the
capitol construction, including
sculptor Karl Bitter. Bitter designed
the west and east pediments and the
four statuary groups around the base
of the dome. Seen here as they are
being carved, the groups represent
knowledge, strength, faith, and
prosperity and abundance.

Right: The capitoTs East Wing was
constructed between 1908 and 1910,
the second phase of the overall building project. Here the steel and granite
of the new wing begin to rise in front
of the still-standing second Madison
capitol and dome, parts of which were
reoccupied after the fire. The exterior
was a departure as well; in place of
the Prairie du Chien sandstone, the
building was faced with gleaming
white granite from Vermont.
WHI(X3)26501
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Below left, both images: Post designed an astonishing number of
details for the East Wing, including the lighting fixtures. Grand
public spaces received the most ornate fixtures, some with opalescent glass, while simpler fixtures, such as this wall sconce, were
used in private offices and corridors. Blueprints of the restoration
include a room-by-room breakdown indicating the different lights'
locations. The restoration replaced fluorescent fixtures installed in
the 1960s with original and recreated fixtures.

Below right: The second floor of each wing of the capitol contains
a large public room: the Assembly Chamber in the west, Senate
Chamber in the south. North Hearing Room in the north, and
the Supreme Court Hearing Room in the east. Each is ornately
appointed, but the Supreme Court Hearing Room, pictured here,
is perhaps the most successful design. Architect George B. Post
included book-matched (in which the grain is matched up to
create a mirror effect) panels of Formosa marble, walls of Botticino
marble, elaborate bronze candelabras, and room for four large
murals depicting the history
of law. During its restoration,
the court's Hearing Room
acquired some dust on its
tables, but the grandeur of
the room was never lost.

Bottom: During the East
Wing's construction, the
Supreme Court justices took
great interest in the design
of their new quarters;
their late-twentieth-century
counterparts took a similar
interest in the restoration.
Here Chief fustice Shirley
Abrahamson, far right,
inspects construction work.

Wisconsin Supreme Court

Wisconsin Supreme Court
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Wisconsin Supreme Court
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Seeing doubledouble

Wisconsin Then and Now:
The Wisconsin Sesquicentennial
Rephotography Project
BY NICOLETTE BROMBERG, WITH ESSAYS BY THOMAS R
VALE AND STEVEN HOELSCHER
University of Wisconsin Press,
Madison, Wl, 2001. Pp. viii, 252. 204 h/w pfiotos
ISBN 0-299-17560-X, $34.95,
imrdcover.

T

he camera is an instrument that teaches people how
to see without a camera," the great American photographer Dorothea Lange has been quoted as saying. Her words capture the value of documentary
photography. Lange's photographs of the dislocations of
workers and ethnic groups during the Great Depression and
World War II taught a nation to see itself more clearly. In the
same manner, the numerous photographers represented in

the vast visual collections of the Wisconsin Historical Society
have enhanced the vision of this state's residents. When their
images are thoughtfully and deliberately paired with those of
current photographers, as they are in this beautifully produced book, that vision dramatically sharpens.
Nicolette Bromberg is the former curator of visual collections at the Society, and Wisconsin Then and Now is the
result of a project designed to commemorate Wisconsin's
sesquicentennial in 1998. The aim was to invite photographers from around the state to select archival images and then
in one way or another to conduct "rephotography" based on
their selections. As Bromberg explains in her introduction;
Rephotography is the activity ofproducing a new photograph to
repeat or match an older existing image. . . . The result of this
dual view of a place or person creates something that is more than
the sum of its parts. When viewed as a unit, the two photographs
change the context of what we see by adding a history . . . to
expand our understanding, (p. 3)
The practice of rephotography was estabhshed in the
1970s by a group of photographers who sought to match their
images as closely as possible in all particulars (including time
of the year and day, light, vantage point, and exposure) to
those taken of the nineteenth-century West by the likes of
William Henry Jackson, Timothy O'SuUivan, and William
Bell. While photographs made along these lines reveal a good
deal about the past and present, the Wisconsin project, much
to its credit, did not define the process so narrowly. These
photographers interpreted rephotography in a variety of ways.
Some diligently sought out particular places, but others

J. Robert Taylor, WHi(T355)S9
Milwaukee, c. 1895; 1997.
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Harold Hone for tine Federal Writers Project, Wisconsin. A Guide
to the Badger State, WHi(W821)465

Greendak, 1936-1940;

1997.

rephotographed concepts, depicting significant changes, or
the lack thereof, in the nature of work, leisure, family, home,
and technology.
The archival photographs that appear in the book represent a wide range of photographers, time periods, and photographic techniques and purposes, and they serve as a good
sampling of the Society's collection. Although it is difficult to
find fault with such a finely wrought book, one does wish for
an index of photographers and places. A map also would have
been a nice accompaniment, especially for the Thomas R.
Vale essay on the natural landscape. (In that sense, the Wisconsin Historical Society Press's smaller book Wisconsin
Revisited, also available through UW Press, serves as a good
complement to this volume, offering additional photos, a
map, and a complete Hst of the photographers and photographs arranged by location, year, and archival call number.)
The creative freedom granted the book's photographers
resulted in many surprising images that enhance the viewer's
understanding of time, history, nature, society, and progress.
As readers examine the pairs, time loses rigidity and becomes
more pHable; history expands to encompass the future; nature

Sherwln Gillette, WHi(G5)2455
Richland Center 1930; 1996.
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Karry Ritter, WHi(Ritter)4

and society alternate as enemies and allies; progress moves
both forward and backward; and Wisconsin is revealed as an
extremely varied and complex place, and idea. Entire articles
or books could be written about the relationships between
most of these pairs. Discussing one set of images, Steven
Hoelscher writes in his contributed essay, "Time Passages;
(Re)Photography and the Making of Place";
From this one photograph pair alone, the state is shown to be
both urban and rural, a home to diverse cultural groups, a context for hard work and occasional failure, and the setting for
different kinds of market exchange. It is a place forever changing and yet replete with significant continuities, a place where
the past and present merge, (p. 126)
Suffice it to say that this book withstands repeated scrutiny and each time it is opened will generate new reflections
about what it means to live in Wisconsin.
J. K E N T CALDER
Editor, Wisconsin Magazine
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"Downtown La Crosse: Then and Now"
An online exhibit at
www.lchsonline.org

F

or its first online exhibit, the La Crosse County
Historical Society has juxtaposed historic images
of downtown La Crosse against same-site photographs from the present day. In the late twentieth century,
many grand old buildings of La Crosse's once-bustling
downtown fell to the wrecking ball in an attempt to revitalize the riverfront area, inciting a fierce debate between
proponents of modernity and protectors of antiquity that
has only recently begun to subside.
All of the historical images used in "Downtown La
Crosse; Then and Now" are part of
the LCHS collections. Society
executive director Rick Brown
chose the images and composed
the text, and fellow staff member
Jeanne Weaver created the exhibit
"
pages and photographed the
present-day scenes. The exhibit
debuted shortly after the fall 2001
launching of the Society's Web site,
and it will remain up through
spring 2003.

Double Take: A Rephotographic Survey
of Madison, Wisconsin
BY ZANE WILLIAMS
Hardcover, $45. ISBN 0-299-17820-X

A

Stirring combination of photography and history. Double
Take, recently released by the University of Wisconsin
Press, presents more than seventy photographic pairs spanning a near-century of change in downtown Madison, Wisconsin. In
unprecedented scope and detail, celebrated Wisconsin photographer
Zane Williams has precisely replicated the original views of an earlier Madison photographer, Angus McVicar, who first shot these
locales from the 1920s to the 1950s.

^
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BOOK

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Photography of
Ben Winans of
Brookville, Indiana,
1902-1926
IP'A 1^

BY DONALD L. DUNAWAY
Indiana Historical Society, Indianapolis, IN,
2001. Pp. xi, 172. Illustrations.
ISBN 0-87195-154-1, $24.95, .softcover.

w

hile running a printing business from 1891 to 1947, Ben
Winans pliotograplied life in liis
liometown of Broolwille, Indiana. He left behind approximately
three thousand glass-plate negatives. Brookville resident Don
Dunaway prepared 130 of Winans's photographs of street scenes,
domestic life, and the Indiana landscape for this handsome collection. His captions provide historical information on early
twentieth-century life in Franklin County, Indiana.

A Bountiful Harvest:
The Midw^estern Farm
Photographs of
Pete Wettach, 1925-1965

The Midwestern Farm Photographs of Pete Wettach, 1925-1965

Nineteenth-Century Turn:
The Photography of Alvah Webber
BY TRACY WILL
Mount Horeh Area Historical Society, Mount Horeh, Wl, 2000. Pp. Hi, 56.
Illustrations. No ISBN, softcover.

^ p wenty-three-year-old Primrose native Alvah Webber shot six
boxes of dryplate film during the spring and summer of 1899
as he photographed friends, family, work, and leisure in Mount
Horeb. These photographs, mostly of local subjects, were
processed from the photographic negatives, which came into the
Mount Horeb Area Historical Society's possession in 1997.

A JBountmu Haxvesi
On Firm Ground

BY LESLIE A. LOVELESS

PHOTOGRAPHS B Y
LARRY KANFER

University of Iowa Press, Iowa City, lA, 2002.
Pp. XX, 130. Index, notes, illustrations.
ISBN0-87745-813-8,
$34.95, fiardcover.
Leslie A. loveless

A

m i
"f^®'®" Wettach, a county supervisor for the Farm
• I w l I Security Administration, took photos as he traveled throughout Iowa to visit clients. His vivid images of farm labor
and technology, writes editor Leslie Loveless, reveal "how diversified midwestern farms once were and how every member of the
family participated in the work" (xvi).

Borderland: A
Midwest J o u r n a l
BY RICHARD QUINNEY
University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, Wl,
2001. Pp. XV, 192. Bibliograpiiy, illustrations.
ISBN0-299-17430-1,
$24.95, fiardcover.

University of Illinois Press, Urhana, IL,
2001. Pp. X, 120. 115 cohr illustrations.
ISBN 0-252-02640-3, $39.95, fiardcover.

K

anfer's latest photographic
collection is a celebration of field, forest, sky, and above all,
prairie. Its familiar scenes from Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, and Minnesota benefit from Kanfer's unique compositions; the incandescent images, although absent of people, suggest the presence of
generations of midwesterners just outside the frame, working and
tilling the land.

TO

OUR

READERS

Are there books, events, or resources about
Wisconsin that you think we should know
about? We'd like to hear from you.
Write to Reviews Editor,

E

xplaining the title of his book, Richard Quinney writes, "How
does one live on the border, on the edge of things. . . ? it
takes a certain courage to live a life on the borderland" (p. xiii-xiv).
Through Quinney's mastery of text and black and white photography, this book straddles the borders of photojournalism, geography, and natural history. At its core it is always memoir, offered to
the reader gently and quietly.
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Letters from Our Readers
Y

our magazine is wonderful, and I share it with others, who

the Background

to Heaven by [Donald B.] Kraybill and [Carl

are equally enthusiastic about the quality of your publica-

F.] Bowman. Ulrich Zwingli was a Swiss Protestant, not

tion. Just received the Spring 2002 issue and was excited when

Swedish. You'll probably hear from others on this error, so I

I opened it and found an article about Harry Houdini. . . . It

thought I'd alert you. . . . Let me add that I learn, enjoy, and

was a pleasant surprise to find on page 6 the reference to the

appreciate all that the W H S and WMH do. M y correction is

time that Houdini (Ehrich Weiss) spent with my great-great

but a grain of sand on the beach of gratitude! I've been a mem-

grandparents, H a n n a h and T o m Flitcroft in Delavan. For sev-

ber for about 35 years!
—RAY HERNANDEZ, via

eral years I had heard stories about [it]. I obtained a copy of an
article . . . from the December 26, 1907, Delavan

which identifies some details of his time with the Flitcrofts. A

The editors respond: Mr. Hernandez

few years ago my son bought a . . . book . . . entitled The Great

who caught the error in the Summer Review Supplement.

Houdini.

e-mail

Enterprise,

It also had an account of his time with the Flitcrofts.

The obituary for Mrs. Thomas Flitcroft was published in the

was indeed one of many
Our

thanks to all our alert readers, especially those of Swiss descent,
who seemed especially quick to inform us!

Delavan newspaper on J a n . 19, 1911, and made mention of
Houdini's connection to the family. T h e Flitcrofts' daughter
Ella (Mrs. Wayland G.Jones) was my great-grandmother, and
her son Joshua Jay) Jones was the father of my mother Hazel
Jones (Storey). I would be happy to hear from anyone who is
interested in this family line.
— M R S . J O H N JACKIE) VASSAR, Davis,

T

California

enjoyed the article "Little House at Old World" (Summer
2002) very much. . . . You mentioned "making sugar snow."

Sugar snow is not something you make. It is the term used to
describe the cold spell after the spring thaw. The return of the
cold weather and the new snowfall helps the maple sap to run
longer by holding back the leafing of the trees. More sap means
more maple sugar, thus the term "sugar snow." The explanation can be found in Little House in the Big Woods in the chapter called "Sugar Snow."
Laura's last book. The First Four Years, was not published
WHS Archives, Classified File, 6792

until after Rose's death. The book was not published until 1971.
It was Roger Lea McBride, Rose's friend and lawyer, who took

I

the manuscript to the editors at Harper. . . .
Thank you again for an insightful article.
— L Y N N URBAN,

Racine

came across the Wisconsin Magazine

of Hstory

Summer

[Review] Supplement at the Kenosha Public Library and

feel obligated to point out an error in the cut-line of the photo
on page 65. (That spiffy Nash convertible was made here in

Urban is a Laura Ingalls

Wilder

Kenosha.) . . . T h e sign on the door says "Oscar Rennebohm

educator and specialist who has appeared at the Laura

The editors respond: Lynn

Ingalls

Governor Wisconsin" and he is indeed in the car. But the cut-

Wilder Children s Day at Old World Wisconsin. We appreciate

line . . . calls Rennebohm "Lieutenant Governor" who "court-

her sharing her

ed veterans when running for governor in 1947." But he was

expertise.

not running for governor in 1947. . . . Governor Goodland died
' \ 7'our Summer 2002 Review Supplement arrived today. I
found both the reviews and books of great interest. I do
want to point out one error, in J o h n Savagian's review of Ou

^

in the spring of '47 and Rennebohm took over. H e ran in his
own right in 1948 and won.
— J O H N VALESKE,
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Missing for 140 Years

D

iscovering the daguerreotype described in this
issue's article on Wisconsin's "Abolition Regiment" was a moment to savor. The dramatic
image makes an interesting story even richer. But
the discovery begs further questions. The woman pictured is
known only as the "contraband" and the "slave girl." She
escaped to freedom, but who did she become? In
the hope that someone's research, family history,
or just plain enthusiasm will make her story complete, we ask for the help of our readers, presenting
here the facts as we know them.
Starting with What We ICnow
In early November 1862 the young girl sought
refuge with the Twenty-second Regiment, was
escorted to Cincinnati and abolitionist Levi Coffin's protection, posed for the daguerreotype with her two
escorts, and ultimately boarded a northbound train. Coffm
briefly described the woman's appearance for her journey north
as follows, "She was nicely dressed, and wore a vail [sic], presenting the appearance of a white lady." She arrived in Racine
(via Chicago), where friends ofjesse Berch, the regiment's quartermaster, were supposed to meet her.
More than ten years later, while Coffm was writing his memoir. Reminiscences, Berch wrote to him in regard to the young
woman and confirmed "her safe arrival in Racine, and . . . her
residence there for a few months." He concluded by saying,
"Afterward she married a young barber and moved to Illinois,
and I have never been able to ascertain her whereabouts since."
By 1863 she had married and moved with her barber husband
to lUinois. That is where her trail is lost.
Her Friends in Racine
There were several individuals in Racine active in the
Underground Railroad. In an 1896 letter to Professor Wilbur H.
Siebert, a man named A. P. Dutton, known for his abolitionist
work, names the following as being involved in the Underground Railroad: George Barrows, J. O. Bartlett, Charley
Bunce, S. B. Peck, Dr. Secor, W. L. Sitley, W. H. Waterman,
and George S. Wright. It's likely that one of these people helped
the woman during the months she lived in Racine.
Her Marriage
Wisconsin did not enforce a legal requirement for recording
marriages at the county level until 1907, so the keeping of marWINTER
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riage records during this time was inconsistent. The woman may
have been married in a small church in the area, and if the pastor of the church was the only record keeper, those records may
not have survived.
Her Husband
The 1861 Racine City Directory lists four barbershops and five different barbers, implying ownership of a business, not wage work as a barber.
There were no Racine County marriage records
for any of the five barbers from November 1863
through November 1864. We don't know their
race, but we assume that they were white; at that
time a black barber in Racine would likely have
been working for someone else. We don't know the
race of the man our missing person married, just
that she married a barber. He may have had family in Illinois,
since the couple moved there after they married.
Her Anonymity
No one ever mentioned our missing person by any name or
the name of the slaveowners in Kentucky. It is understandable
that until the war's end, anonymity was necessary for her protection. But what was the purpose of continued anonymity in
1876, the year Coffm published his memoir? Earlham College,
which houses Coffin's papers, has none of Berch's original letters, so there is no way to learn whether Berch did name her at
any time. Had she perhaps changed her name, either for her
own protection or to shed a slave name and start anew?
Other Trails
Although the trail of formal documentation has not been
completely exhausted, the trail best followed now appears to be
that of oral family history. If this woman's story is part of your
family's history, or if it is familiar to you in other ways, please
contact us at
Wisconsin Magazine of History
Wisconsin Historical Society
816 State Street
Madison, Wl 53706
Or e-mail us at wmh@whs.wisc.edu
Thank you.
The Editors
Special thanks to Wisconsin Historical Society Staff Archivist Dee Grimsrud.

^

Back Matters
The Art of Democracy

I

n his article "Restoring the Vision; The
First
Century
of
Wisconsin's Capitol,"
which appeared in the
2001-2002 Wisconsin Blue
Book, Michael J. Keane tells
the extraordinary story of
the design, construction,
and eventual restoration of
the state's single most
important and
beautiful
structure; its capitol. This
issue of the Wisconsin Magazine of History also focuses
on the capitol building, as part of our commemoration
of the Wisconsin Supreme Court's 150th anniversary,
which begins in 2003. Designed by George Browne Post
of New York during the governorship of Robert M, La
Follette, approved for construction in 1906, and completed in 1917, the building is the physical embodiment
of the state's progressive ideals, as much a work of public art as it is a place to conduct the state's business.
Built with marble and granite from around the world, as
well as with local materials, and adorned with art created by
the country's most prominent artists, the capitol reflects the
idealism and optimism of a people who believed strongly that
democratic government properly exercised could adequately
provide for the needs and protect the interests of all. If one
really wants to get a true sense of the importance our predecessors placed on the ideals of democracy, a stroll through the
state capitol is an effective way to do it. From the sculpted
pediments and figures created by Karl Bitter, Adolph Weinman, and Attilio Piccirilli to the majestic murals and mosaics
rendered by such renowned artists of the time as Edwin
Blashfield, Albert Herter, Kenyon Cox, Charles Yardley
Turner, and Hugo Ballin to Daniel Chester French's golden
figure, Wisconsin, which graces the top of the dome, the
building's overall impact is to make tangible the beauty of
democracy.
Of course, beauty and idealism often lose when placed in
conflict with practicality, and, ironically, the same impetus
that led to the building's artful design also led to departures

from Post's vision. As Progressives brought sweeping changes
to state government, the capitol
became increasingly crowded.
"Within a couple of decades of
the Capitol's completion,"
writes Keane, "few of the private office areas of the capitol
were used for their intended
purpose. Spaces no longer fit
comfortably. Tastes and fashions changed, and some of the
elements that the architects
had viewed as integral to the
Nels Akerlund
building's overall design were
no longer considered functional. In essence, it was a clash
between the capitol as a work of art and the capitol as an
office building. Time and again, pragmatism won out,"
Such a victory for pragmatism is not surprising, but what
is surprising is that when an effort evolved in the 1980s to
restore the capitol to its original appearance, so did the governmental will necessary to make that restoration a reality,
Keane goes on in his article to describe the painstaking and
meticulous restoration that was completed in 2001, The
process, which relied heavily on research conducted in the
archives of the Wisconsin Historical Society, involved levels of
care, time, and expense that go far beyond what might be
considered pragmatic. In that sense the story of the restoration is even more amazing than that of its original construction. Newly restored, the building is again a perfect synthesis
of form and function, just as Post meant it to be, a testament
to and a reflection of democracy's potential wisdom and
beauty.
As we celebrate our Supreme Court's sesquicentennial,
Wisconsin citizens should take the advice of Chiefjustice
Abrahamson and make a special effort to visit their seat of
government. At a time when many feel cynicism and distrust
of the motives and capabilities of government, a visit to our
capitol can serve as a powerful tonic. Any government that
has the ability and judgment to build and then restore such an
important structure has the potential to do much more in the
way of solving the problems it faces,
—]. Kent Calder
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Twins fennie and Edgar Krueger, along with Tramp the cat, pose
with their new Edison phonograph and wax cylinders on the porch of
their Watertown home, c. 1908. Such moments are the stuff of
family history.

Relative Strangers

A

S you spend time with loved ones over the holidays, do
you share family stories and look at old photos? Are
those albums filled with recognizable faces, and those
tales dotted with plenty of detail? Or do strangers in unfamiliar
settings stare at you from faded snapshots and sepia portraits?
Every New Year, do you resolve to learn more about your own
family's origins? If so, you're not alone. Research shows that
three-quarters of Americans are interested in genealogy and that
half of us have constructed a family tree or traveled to our ancestral home.
Keep your New Year's resolution and learn how to research
your Wisconsin ancestors by visiting the genealogy section of the
Wisconsin Historical Society Web site. Here you'll find more

than fifty pages of helpful instructions. You can also view thousands of actual documents, including:
* Civil War muster rolls (www.wisconsinhistory.org/roster)
* historical photographs (www.wisconsinhistory.org/whi)
* local newspaper stories (www.wisconsinhistory.org/wlhba)
You can even order searches of birth, marriage, and death certificates
and detailed Civil War service records. You don't have to travel to
Madison to use any of these services. They are all available online,
including the option of credit card payments via our secure Web site,
www.wisconsinhistory.org/genealogy/ogrs.
Don't put it off until next year's holidays. See what you can
discover about your own family history today. And spend next
year introducing your family members to each other.

Dr. Seuss Collection, Mandevllle Special Collections Library, University of California, San Diego.
http://orpheus.ucsd.edu/speccoll

O

ne of more than four hundred cartoons Dr. Seuss (Theodor Seuss
Geisel, 1904-1991) drew as chief editorial cartoonist for the New
York newspaper P M from 1941 to 1943, this one depicts Gerald
L. K. Smith, Wisconsin native and twentieth-century political
demagogue. Allied for a time in the 1930s with the likes of Huey Long, Dr. Francis E. Townsend, and Father Charles E. Coughlin, Smith crusaded in the 1940s
against communism, the United Nations, the Truman Doctrine, the Marshall
Plan, and NATO. Isolationist senators Gerald P. Nye of North Dakota and
Robert Reynolds of North Carolina are unwitting accomplices in this rendering.
Oratorical skills exercised in the midst of economic and political crises allowed
Smith a brief^but intense—ride in the fast lane of national politics in the years
leading up to and during World War II. In this issue, Glen Jeansonne describes
how Smith's strange political career blossomed from his Wisconsin roots.
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